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Abstract 
Mapping the Vicksburg Campaign 
by 
Bryce Schmid 
GIS as a discipline has a large potential for applications in the humanities as well as more 
scientific fields.  By mapping historical events, we are able to place major moments from 
the past in a spatial context, gaining additional understanding and new insight as a result.  
One historical institution that had an interest in utilizing this potential is the Lincoln 
Memorial Shrine of Redlands, California.  A museum specializing in the American Civil 
War and the life of Abraham Lincoln, the Shrine maintains a large archive of historical 
from the period documents such as correspondence.  However, most visitors to the 
museum would be unable to view these artifacts as they need to be kept in a controlled 
environment.  To address this problem, a Story Map web application was developed that 
digitized a variety of letters from a Union soldier while simultaneously accomplishing the 
Shrine’s objective of disseminating historical information by mapping the Vicksburg 
campaign, one of the major battles of the American Civil War.  The result was a platform 
that allowed users to gain a more visual and spatial context for this information, as well 
as interact with it in new ways. 
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Chapter 1  – Introduction 
This introductory chapter will cover some background on the client that proposed this 
project, as well as the problem the final product of these processes will address.  It will 
also contain a longer section detailing the proposed solution to this problem, with its 
primary goals and the proposed scope.  A brief section will detail what audience 
expectations were taken when formulating the project and what sort of language will be 
used in the duration of the report.  A final section gives the reader general summary of 
what the other sections of this report will address. 
1.1 Client 
The client for this major individual project is the Lincoln Memorial Shrine of Redlands, 
California.  This institution was established in 1932 by English immigrant Robert 
Watchorn as a memorial to his son and a testament to the lasting legacy of United States 
president Abraham Lincoln.  Coming from an immigrant background Watchorn admitted 
Lincoln particularly as an embodiment of the “American Dream”, a man who rose from 
humble beginnings to become one of the most important political and social figures in 
American history (“The Watchorns”, 2015).  The Shrine has the distinction of being the 
only historical institution west of the Mississippi river to focus on the life and 
contributions of Abraham Lincoln and the American Civil War.  The Shrine itself 
contains a variety of exhibits and artifacts relating not only to Lincoln but a variety of 
topics related to the civil war period.  The institution also curates an archive of period 
documents at the nearby A.K. Smiley Library.  Materials in this archive include extensive 
correspondence from a variety of sources including personal diaries, newspapers, and 
various other documents. 
The Lincoln Memorial Shrine works continuously to expand its exhibits and 
promote interest in history within the community.  However, despite the abundance of 
materials available in their archive, the museum itself lacks a readily available method to 
expose these materials to a wider audience.  A geographic information system would 
provide a unique way to display this documentation in a visual and interactive format.  
The point of contact for this project was Dr. John Glover of the University of Redlands 
Department of History, who volunteered to take on this project as a means of promoting 
GIS in history and the digital humanities at the University and elsewhere. 
1.2 Problem Statement 
The problem addressed in this project was that the Lincoln Shrine’s archive contains a 
vast array of historical documents and resources but the general public remains largely 
unaware of the actual extent of its contents.  Additionally, many of the correspondence 
and documents stored in this archive would be difficult for potential audiences to read 
and view safely as the legibility of the handwriting on these documents and their physical 
condition varies.   
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1.3 Proposed Solution 
To promote the institution and demonstrate the power of mapping in a historical context, 
Dr. Glover and the Shrine would like to develop a spatial, visual, and interactive platform 
to present this data. This platform is intended for use by a general audience that will not 
necessarily be familiar with software use in general and GIS in particular.  With that in 
mind, it must be visually engaging while also remaining intuitive to navigate. 
With the goal of facilitating audience interaction and presenting a historical 
narrative in visual format, this project aimed to create an interactive web map that 
incorporated documentation and historical data from the Lincoln Shrine’s archive.  This 
map would allow the user to view a timeline-based story drawn from a Union soldier’s 
experiences during a major battle he participated in, along with contextual information 
and statistics on the major events of this conflict.  
1.3.1 Goals and Objectives 
The largest collection of letters contained in the Shrine’s archive came from a Union 
solider named Logan Crawford.  While a story map tracking all of these pieces of 
correspondence was planned, the main goal of the project was to create a web map with a 
more general examination of the period, which would both track the specific experiences 
Crawford had during the campaign, ideally providing the audience with perspective on 
the experiences of a solider during this period, and provide a visual representation of the 
overall course of the battle.   
The specific objectives of creating this map were the enhancement of a basic 
historical narrative with a more interactive visual aspect, along with additional contextual 
information and analysis.  Additionally, this map would need to gather locational 
information from the letters within the Shrine’s archive for display within the map.  Once 
realized, this map would provide the end user with an enjoyable experience, a thorough 
and educational historical perspective, and add additional visualization and analysis 
utilizing the potential of GIS (geographic information systems) software and tools.  
1.3.2 Scope 
The main deliverable for this project comprised the interactive web map, showing a 
narrative view of the battle of Vicksburg.  It would allow the user to gain a sense of the 
spatial elements at work in the campaign while communicating a narrative about one 
soldier’s experiences, as well as presenting multiple options for visualization based on 
the temporal factor or attribute values such as troops engaged.  Given the large amount of 
potential materials in the Lincoln Shrine’s archive and the time constraints of this project, 
a single solider and battle were selected to focus on.  For future support a copy of the 
geodatabase containing the feature classes which this web map was constructed on would 
be provided to the client, along with a series of instructions for the operation and 
maintenance of the web map. 
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1.3.3 Methods 
Initially, a suitable historical map for the battlefield needed to be selected.  To this end, a 
military atlas from the time period along with a more detailed map of 1860s Vicksburg 
was located in the David Rumsey online map collection.  Once this map was determined 
to contain all the necessary locations, it was georeferenced. The basis of the point data for 
this map was rooted in locational information taken from the letters of Logan Crawford, a 
Union solider serving in the Western theater during the Battle of Vicksburg.  Using these 
letters, a narrative of where Crawford went during the battle and what he experienced 
could be constructed.  Points for these locations were placed via ArcMap.  A further 
narrative about the campaign itself was shown with points representing the major battles 
of Grant’s more well-known campaign.  These points were created with ArcMap based 
on locational descriptions from historical accounts and resources including Grant’s own 
description of the campaign.  Statistical information to populate the attribute fields of 
these point features was collected from the National Park Service and Civil War Trust.  
Finally creation of the web application itself was done via the ESRI’s JavaScript API 
(Application Program Interface) and hosting was handled by ArcGIS for Server. 
1.4 Audience 
The web map itself was created with the intention of interaction by an end user base that 
would contain individuals from a variety of backgrounds.  They could range from 
historians interested in the material, to visitors at the Shrine.  With that in mind the map 
itself was designed to present the data in an easily understandable fashion and be 
navigable by an individual with little online experience.  This report however will largely 
address individuals coming from a history or historical GIS background, focusing on the 
potential for similar projects to expand the way in which GIS can be utilized in digital 
humanities projects to enhance and present data in new and powerful ways.  With that in 
mind the technical language of this report will be tailored to individuals with a low to 
intermediate knowledge of GIS, with definitions provided or referenced where 
appropriate.   
1.5 Overview of the Rest of this Report 
The following sections of this report will seek to enumerate the theory and methodology 
that was employed in the eventual creation of the web map.  Chapter 2 will contain a 
brief overview of the civil war period, along with information on previous work done in 
historical GIS and research into this field, as well as Web GIS methods.  Chapter 3 will 
seek to explain the theory behind the design of this GIS system and how it was 
formulated to address the client’s problem.  Chapter 4 goes on to describe how the 
database was designed to best address the functional and non-functional requirements 
gone over in the previous chapter.  Chapter 5 will be a detailed description of how the 
project and its infrastructure was formulated will the goal of allowing the reader to 
potentially replicate the work in a similar project.  Chapter 6 will seek to analyze how 
effective this map was in meeting the client’s needs and how it was interpreted by the 
audience.  Chapter 7 concludes on the overall effectiveness of this project, as well as 
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theorizes future work that could potentially be done in the field and applications of the 
techniques used in this project. 
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Chapter 2  – Background and Literature Review 
The following literature review will give a summary of both the underlying themes 
that this project sought to address and research done into the methodology used to 
achieve the final result.  Firstly, as knowing a degree of background on the American 
Civil War and the Vicksburg campaign will be useful for the reader, a brief background 
will be provided on these events.  When formulating the plan for this project, research 
into previous projects using GIS for historical analysis and visualization was done to 
ascertain what methodologies proved effective and how they were employed.  
Information on these projects along with previous work directly related to the American 
Civil War is presented in this chapter as well.  An overview of the infrastructure of GIS 
web applications and the JavaScript API, as well as potential methods for the expanding 
on the initial application to provide more thorough analysis or a superior user experience 
will close out this chapter.  
2.1 The American Civil War 
By February 1st of the year 1861 seven states had seceded from the United States of 
America. That same month representatives from these states met in Montgomery, 
Alabama, and declared the founding of the Confederate States of America, establishing 
their own constitution and terms of presidency (both of which closely mirrored the 
United States’) and swearing in former senator Jefferson Davis as their new president.  
This extreme action was a direct response to the election of Abraham Lincoln as 
president; a man they saw as a direct threat not only to the institution of slavery but 
moreover to their status as equal representatives in the government (Olsen, 2006).  
Although this election was the direct impetus for the conflict, it was largely a result of 
many long-fought issues between the Northern and Southern states.  Government 
imposed legislation on slavery as well as the admission of new states into the rapidly 
expanding country as slave or free territories caused massive regional and political 
sectionalism throughout the early 1800’s.  (Olsen, 2006).   
 Despite Lincoln’s attempt at conciliatory tones in his inaugural address and appeal to 
what he believed was a silent majority of unionists in the South, he still very much took a 
stance that secession was effectively rebellion and could not be tolerated (Olsen, 2006).  
In April of 1861 a relief fleet for Union troops posted at Fort Sumter in Charleston, South 
Carolina came under attack, effectively forcing the government of the CSA (Confederate 
States of America) to force the issue.  They demanded the fort’s surrender, and upon the 
refusal of its commanding officer bombarded it for two hours until the defenders were 
forced to do so.  Lincoln immediately called for troops to put down the “insurrection”, 
and Virginia, North Carolina, Tennessee and Arkansas followed the rest of the South into 
secession (Olsen, 2006). 
 Most Americans regardless of allegiance thought it would be a short conflict based 
on the successful campaigns of the Mexican-American war of 1846-48 (Olsen, 2006).  
This is evident in the result of the Battle of Bull Run, where thousands of Union troops 
and civilians were caught in a rout from an unexpected counterattack.  The human cost of 
this one battle, some 900 men, was already staggering and would only grow 
exponentially worse as the war went on (Olsen 2006).  1862 saw both sides attempting to 
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gather more troops, and horrifically bloody conflicts at Shiloh and during the Seven Days 
campaign.  Robert E. Lee rose to prominence as the Confederacy’s leading military mind 
while Lincoln struggled to find an effective commander of his own.  Still, during this 
period no combatant held a clear advantage.  Lincoln’s Emancipation Proclamation of 
September 1862 would free every slave in the unoccupied South, creating an incredibly 
divided public and cabinet but clearly declaring that the Union army was fighting for 
emancipation (Olsen, 2006).  As the war stretched on to 1863 morale was striking a low 
point as the staggering cost of the conflict affected many families, however summer of 
1863, saw a major turning point.  Union forces under Ulysses S. Grant launched what 
would ultimately be a successful campaign against the important port city of Vicksburg, 
which this paper will delve further into in the following section.  Secondly, Lee’s Army 
of Northern Virginia suffered an enormous defeat at the battle of Gettysburg, losing 
nearly one third of its number.  Although Union losses were nearly as grievous as Lee’s, 
they had more reserves to call upon, and the tide of the war had definitively changed 
(Olsen, 2006).   
By 1865, the remaining Confederate forces were crumbling, with Lee’s surrender 
at Appomattox Courthouse in April of that year marking the end of major resistance.  The 
end of the war brought with it the question of how the nation would be rebuilt, which in 
itself would divide the country as much as those issues which initiated the conflict.  
Lincoln would never get the chance to see the result of his struggle as he was tragically 
assassinated that same April (Olsen, 2006).  The Civil War remains one of the most 
harrowing events in American history, and in many ways shaped the direction the country 
would take in the following century.   
2.1.1 The Vicksburg Campaign 
Vicksburg, Missisippi was a vital stronghold for the CSA in that it controlled one of the 
few sections of the Mississippi River available to the besieged nation.  Capture of the city 
would effectively cut the Confederacy in half, separating the capital and Lee’s army from 
the resources and reinforcements its Westernmost states (Smith, 2004).  The 
responsibility for the Union’s campaign to take the city was placed on Ulysses S. Grant, 
who opted to take the attack in an unexpected direction.  The Union operations in the area 
had begun as early as April 1862, with Union ships based in New Orleans bombarding 
the city but failing to take it (Zeller, 2013).  Grant arrived in the theater in November of 
1862, establishing a base of operations at Holly Springs. He would try a variety of 
strategies in the early months of 1863 including attempting to circumvent the city by 
building a canal, but none of these projects would bear fruit.  Despite the criticism 
directed at him for these failures, Grant remained determined to take the city. 
 In April, rather than attempting another attack across the river, Grant marched South 
to the city of Grand Gulf.  After Union ships successfully passed Vicksburg’s guns but 
failed to silence the batteries at Grand Gulf, Grant settled on marching further south and 
crossing the river at the small town of Bruinsburg (Zeller 2013).  Once across the river, 
the Union general would make the surprising decision not to attack the city itself, but its 
supply line.  Defeating outnumbered Confederate troops at Port Gibson and Raymond, 
Grant’s Army of the Tennessee would march to the state capital of Jackson and sever the 
rail line to Vicksburg, cutting off reinforcements to the city in the process.  John 
Pemberton, commander of the CSA forces defending the city, had marched into the field 
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on orders from General Joseph Johnston to engage the Union forces.  Indecision about 
how to engage Grant’s forces led the Confederates into fighting a disastrous battle at 
Champion Hill in which they were both outnumbered and out of position (Smith, 2004).  
The result was a defeat in which the Confederate Army suffered some 3,840 casualties 
and had effectively lost the ability to fight in the field (Champion Hill, 2015).  A 
desperate attempt by the fleeing Confederates to establish a rear guard at the Big Black 
River Bridge was also quickly overtaken.    
 Grant arrived on the city’s outskirts on May 17, 1863, he and his troops full of 
confidence from a successful campaign across the state.  Although establishing a siege on 
the spot would have been possible, this confidence played some part in Grant’s decision 
to launch a series of massive frontal assaults on the city during the days of May the 19th 
and 22nd (Winschel, 2004).  Both these assaults would end up failing, with the Union 
forces sustaining far more casualties than they inflicted.  Once it became clear an attack 
on Vicksburg was pointless, Grant resigned himself to a conventional siege, and set to 
digging tunnels and fortifications.  The city was subjected to near constant bombardment 
and Pemberton’s remaining supplies quickly gave out.  By July, his men were too hungry 
to effectively fight and the Confederate general saw no choice but to surrender.  
Pemberton would meet Grant between the lines at an oak tree to negotiate the surrender 
on July 4th, nearly at the same time the battle of Gettysburg was nearing its climatic 
conclusion (Zeller, 2013).  Victory at Vicksburg would prove one of the primary factors 
in the undoing of the Confederacy, and was a major boon for Grant’s career as it 
cemented his status as the North’s most prominent general.            
2.2 Historical GIS 
While GIS is often a field that concerns itself with what is, it can also be a powerful 
medium for examining what was.  Historical GIS is an emerging field that offers 
opportunities and challenges in equal measures.  Gregory and Ell (2007) describe 
historical GIS as an approach that applies the spatial and statistical focus of GIS to 
historic methods of research.  One of its earliest forms was that the French historian 
Fernand Bruedel called geohistorie, which placed cultural, economic, and political 
history in a mapping context and put a greater focus on the physical environment 
(Knowles, 2008).  Also important to this notion is the “spatial turn” which manifests 
itself in sites that serve as focal points for social processes and contribute to the cultural 
identity that these processes are linked to (Bol, 2013).  These principles however are the 
most basic level of this field, and since the propagation of GIS have been expanded and 
focused by the advent and availability of digital data and applications.  Knowles (2008) 
argues that the application of GIS to history is changing the actual methodology of 
historical research itself as opposed to merely supplementing it. 
 Some key benefits of this merger of disciplines are the creation of local databases 
that will allow many scholars interested in a specific topic or field to easily share 
information, and analysis of said data with an enhanced locational component that takes 
factors such as pattern and distribution into account (Marti-Henneberg, 2011).  In their 
article on the subject, Healy and Stamp (2000) identified three key ways this could 
advance the field of history: by using the new perspectives afforded by GIS to reassess 
established orthodoxies, by examining questions that have yet to be resolved, and by 
providing methods to formulate fresh queries. 
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2.2.1 Challenges in the Field 
Historical GIS can be a difficult field to approach conceptually as it has its basis in 
combining two concepts that can seem fundamentally at odds with one another.  GIS is 
an “emphatically visual medium” with many of its underlying processes rooted in 
statistical or geometrical methods of analysis, whereas history has in the past focused 
largely on words rather than quantitative data (Knowles, 2008).  Knowles (2008) 
observed that this intellectual divide is frequently summarized as the difference between 
the study of when vs. the study of where.  Reconciling these differences is also made 
more difficult by the nature of historic documentation, which can often be ambiguous or 
incomplete.  Place names change wildly over time, and recorded dates are frequently 
approximate (Bol, 2013).  This prospect makes some historians nervous when utilizing 
GIS, as it gives an “implied certainty” to its products through the assignment of specific 
geographic locations (Knowles, 2005).  Interpreting documents coming from a significant 
span in the past is always an exercise in interpolation, spatial or otherwise.  This project 
by necessity had to accept the use of interpolation on its point data based on the available 
sources, and aimed to provide an effective visualization with an acceptable amount of 
accuracy. 
2.2.2 Previous Projects in the Field 
One project which provides an excellent example of applying GIS theory and 
methodology to the field is Knowles et al.’s (2008) map of the Battle of Gettysburg.  This 
endeavor used topographical data and GIS software to evaluate what terrain Robert E. 
Lee was actually able to observe from his position in the cupola of the Lutheran 
Seminary.  Battles are often decided by location and knowledge, and Gettysburg remains 
what many consider to be one of the deciding battles of the war.  As a result it was an 
excellent choice of subject matter for geographical analysis based on the abundance of 
documentation surrounding it.  Such a map was all the more important as the lack of 
modern-day communication meant that during the Civil War, “visual awareness and 
visual reconnaissance were vital” (Knowles, 2008).  The basis for the line-of-sight 
analysis this project was seeking to perform were contour lines taken from a survey by 
the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers.  These were used to generate a triangulated irregular 
network (TIN), a process through which lines of least distance between points along the 
digital contours create a continuous net of triangles where each node holds an elevation 
value (Knowles et al. 2008).  This historical TIN was georeferenced against a more 
modern map based on 1996 data for the region and was thus able to be placed in the same 
projection.  While the resulting viewshed analysis based on this data was not flawless, it 
did provide some interesting insight into the course of the battle.  It suggested that while 
Lee may have been able to see more than previously thought, he remained ignorant of the 
major threats to his position, while the view the Union forces had from their position on 
Little Round Top was excellent (Knowles et al. 2008) 
Another potential path for analysis of this period is to approach the question from 
the perspective of a cultural comparison and visualization.  The project undertaken by 
Sheehan-Dean (2002) and a group of researchers at the University of Virginia adopted 
this strategy.  With the goal of examining cultural similarities and divergence at a local 
level in the antebellum (pre-war) period, Sheehan-Dean’s team created a digital archive 
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they dubbed the “Valley of the Shadow” which drew data from two communities in the 
Great Valley region of Pennsylvania and Virginia.  One of these towns sided with the 
Union, the other with the Confederacy.  They constructed a database using information 
sources such as personal correspondence, census rolls, and tax lists and used this 
infrastructure along with antebellum maps to create a visualization of these resources.  
Comparison of local infrastructure, settlement vs. total population, and political trends 
allowed this group to show the positive and negative correlations between the two 
regions, and provided new insight on how the cultural landscape shifted in the period 
leading up to the beginning of the war (Sheehan-Dean, 2002). 
 Finally, in Guidry (2011) drew on historical data to map the movement of people in a 
digital space.  Using data gathered from Dr. John Glover’s research on the Lebu 
collective of northwestern Africa, a web-based GIS application was developed that 
visualized its migration from the years 1000 to 1790 (Guidry, 2011).  This application 
was also capable of taking in new data as more potential points were located or 
interpolated. 
2.3 Georeferencing and Map Creation 
Historical maps are often an important resource as they may contain place-names, 
boundaries, and physical features which wouldn’t appear in written Sources (Rumsey & 
Williams, 2002).  Additionally, using a historical map can not only give a map a period-
appropriate look which can draw the audience into the narrative you are attempting to 
convey.  When attempting to provide a visualization of a particular event, the topography 
of an area such as the locations of roads or the course of river can change radically over 
time.  This is important to keep in mind while referencing a map against a modern 
counterpart.  Through the process of georeferencing, a series of common locations or 
“control points” are assigned based on a modern map via GIS software so the original 
map can be adjusted to fit the desired projected coordinate system as closely as possible.  
Although generally speaking the further back in time a map is drawn from, the greater the 
difficulty finding a precise fit will be (Rumsey & Williams, 2002).  Once georeferenced, 
new context can be given to historical information via measurement and comparison to 
present day data.  There are several online resources for obtaining historical maps, some 
of which have integrated georeferencing tools, the primary example being the David 
Rumsey Historical Map Collection.  This site includes over 55,000 maps and images 
focused on the 18th and 19th centuries as well as other cartographic materials 
(www.davidrumsey.com, 2015). 
2.4 Web GIS 
The integration of GIS applications and software with web technologies such as HTTP 
(Hypertext Transfer Protocol), HTML (Hypertext Markup Language), URL (uniform 
resource locator), JavaScript, and more is what is broadly referred to as “Web GIS” (Fu, 
2015).  This system can be broken down into a three tiered architecture.  Web GIS clients 
which can be categorized as the presentation tier, or what will be presented to the user.  
These could range from online maps to the results of advanced analyses.  This is what the 
user base would view on their web browsers, smartphones, tablets, and other devices (Fu 
2015).  Web GIS servers occupy the logical tier of this structure, where the functionality 
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and content of the presentation tier is defined and supported.  This could include such 
support infrastructure as ArcGIS for Server, ArcGIS Online, and Portal for ArcGIS.  
Lastly, GIS database servers represent the data tier, which holds the data that is fed 
through the servers and clients.  This could include shapefiles, file geodatabases, and 
CSV (comma separated value) files (Fu 2015). 
There are multiple advantages of integrating GIS with the web.  Web Maps allow 
users to “mash-up” their accumulated maps and data with tools to enhance this data for a 
wide variety of uses (Harrower & Brown, 2015).    This can range from analysis to data 
collection.  Supplementing this are the powerful functionalities that building on a web-
based infrastructure can provide.  These include allowing your application to reach a 
wider audience and support a wider user base, incorporating a simple and user friendly 
UI (user interface), benefiting from the latest software and data updates, and supporting a 
wide variety of applications and platforms (Fu 2015).  However, while the “mash-up” 
framework has made the creations of web-based applications easier and more versatile, 
Sun and Fu (2011) note that there are still large areas of untapped potential in terms of 
data availability and formatting where this process could be expanded.  
Specifically relevant to this project is the structure of the “story map”.  These maps 
use geography as a framework to tell a story; this story could be about a place, person, or 
event (Carroll & Essinger, 2015).  These maps are powerful in that they allow for the use 
of supplementary materials such as text, photos, and video to enhance the information.  
Carroll & Essinger (2015) assert that among the ways we organize information, the 
spatial method employed by maps such as these is among the most effective in that we 
need to think spatially to navigate the world.  Maps are a natural extension of this, and 
allow the categorization of relationships and patterns in otherwise complex events.      
JavaScript is currently the most commonly used programming language in web 
pages (Fu 2015).  Unlike web services, which typically run on the server, JavaScript is 
run through the browser, and most browsers support it.  This along with cross-platform 
functionality contributes to the general popularity of the programming language for 
working with online resources.  JavaScript works with HTML and CSS (Cascading Sheet 
Style) to package and style the features the user wishes to display (Fu 2015).   
The JavaScript API supplements this structure by running on the client side, 
accessing GIS servers and providing functionality such as statistics, geoprocessing, and 
editing.  It then presents the responses from these servers to the end user base (Fu 2015).  
The ArcGIS API hosts libraries that are then referenced via JavaScript code.  Classes 
provided by ArcGIS API for JavaScript can include layers, symbols, and tasks which 
each have their own set of properties and specifications that can be adapted to fit the type 
of application that is being built (Fu 2015). 
2.3 Summary 
Based on the research performed in preparation for this project, it became clear that there 
were a variety of approaches that could potentially be taken to Historical GIS to provide 
the client with a compelling product.  With this in mind several methods of presenting 
attribute and spatial information about the Vicksburg campaign within the web map were 
evaluated.  The process of georeferencing historical maps would be employed to both 
more accurately present the topography of the region as it appeared at the time and bring 
the end user base “closer” to the narrative that the story map was attempting to convey.  
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The web GIS architecture and the ArcGIS API for JavaScript would be employed in the 
construction of the actual online location where this map would be hosted for 
presentation.  Further information about how these processes were assessed in relation to 
the requirements of this project and how they contributed to the its overall system 
infrastructure will be addressed in more detail in the following chapter.  
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Chapter 3  – Systems Analysis and Design 
Chapter 3 of this report addresses the overall concerns taken into account when designing 
the system for this project.  A brief re-statement of the problem being addressed for the 
client is included for more context on these decisions.  This chapter summarizes the main 
requirements of the client for this project along with an explanation of why these 
requirements are instrumental to addressing their problem.  A following section will 
address how these requirements informed decisions made in the overall system design.  
Finally the system design will be related to how the project plan was conceptualized. 
3.1 Problem Statement 
The Lincoln Memorial Shrine of Redlands, California is one of the only museums west of 
the Mississippi River to specialize in the American Civil War.  The Shrine cooperates 
with the A.K. Smiley Library to maintain an archive of historical materials from the 
period that include correspondence to documentation from a wide variety of sources.  
However this institution does need a means of displaying these materials to their 
audience or incorporating them into their online presence.  With this in mind they would 
like to create a platform that would allow potential visitors to the museum to interact with 
these materials and experience the strong visual and spatial elements they contain. 
3.2 Requirements Analysis 
The functional and nonfunctional requirements for this project were formulated to meet the 
criteria set down by the Lincoln Shrine as their goals, while leaving flexibility as to how 
the entirety of the elements would be pieced together.  Table 3.1 displays these 
requirements and how they were conceptualized. 
Table 3.1 List of project requirements 
Type Description Notes and Assumptions 
Functional Story map shall be publically accessible 
from the Lincoln Shrine’s website. 
Map must be readily 
available to intended 
audience 
 Story map shall incorporate Historical 
information from the Shrine’s archive 
Map must have a clear 
connection to client’s 
material 
Nonfunctional Battle map will be accessible via a link 
in the correspondence-based story map. 
Ideally the two maps 
should have an intuitive 
link between each other 
both in narrative and 
access. 
 Clicking individual points on the map 
will provide pop-ups with relevant 
The links to the included 
materials should optimally 
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information and links to the Lincoln 
Shrine’s materials. 
be accessible directly from 
the battle/story maps. 
 Battle map will contain a visual 
hierarchy of events to clearly direct 
observer’s attention. 
The positional information 
communicating the events 
of the battle should be 
presented in a manner that 
will minimize confusion. 
 Story map will contain a historical 
basemap. 
To give additional 
historical context to the 
information, a period 
basemap should be located 
and georeferenced. 
 
 The main objective of this project was that the map be able to reach the general public 
through integration into the Shrine’s online presence or be physically available at the 
museum for viewing.  Therefore, the first functional requirement was that the map be 
accessible from the Lincoln Shrine’s website.  The second functional requirement was that 
a map be created to incorporate historical documents and materials they had available in a 
strongly visual manner.  It was this requirement that necessitated both the transcription of 
the period correspondence so it could be included in the map as plain text, and that imagery 
of the letters be included as attachments as well. 
With these two core functional requirements defined, the non-functional 
requirements were aimed to maximizing ease of use and providing an optimal experience 
for the target audience.  Ideally, the correspondence-based story map of the life of Logan 
Crawford intended to be created in tandem will be linked with the battle map via the 
points and text related to this Union solider.  Audiences would ideally be able to 
transition between the two maps smoothly and in a logically narrative order.  Pop-up 
design for the story map would also be vitally important as a non-functional requirement 
for the purposes of communication as well.  Pop-ups would need to contain information 
relevant to the event and any materials the client wished to include as well.  With 
usability in mind, the overall symbology employed in the story map as well as the user 
interface would need to have an appropriate and understandable visual hierarchy to both 
direct the user’s eye and make navigation as simple as possible, with the creation of 
custom symbols if possible.  Lastly, as an additional means of giving the map an 
appropriate appearance and drawing the audience into the narrative, a historical map 
would be located for the use as a basemap. 
 
3.3 System Design 
Taking the client’s requirements and the potential resources into account, this project 
was able to settle on an overall direction for a system that would meet their needs.  At the 
presentation level the deliverable to the client would be a web map that would 
incorporate both the materials that they wished to include and the narrative they wished 
to convey.  This map would be constructed using the JavaScript API and hosted via 
ArcGIS Online for Server allowing viewing at the Shrine itself initially and potentially 
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via their online presence at a later date.  A variety of widgets and templates could then be 
incorporated into the JavaScript code to provide a greater variety of visualization options 
for the data.  The data to support this web application would reside in a file geodatabase 
constructed from the various sources available, about which Chapter 4 of this report will 
go into greater detail on.  These data would be uploaded as feature and image services to 
provide the basis for the web application.    Figure 3.1 below details this overall system 
design. 
 
 
Figure 3.1 System Diagram of project components 
 
3.4 Project Plan 
Initially this project was broken into a variety of main tasks which would be necessary 
for its successful completion.  The first major step in this process would be the data 
gathering and historical research necessary to create the feature classes representing the 
battle sites, troops, and relative locations from which letters were sent in the Vicksburg 
region.  John Glover, the point of contact for this project, offered his assistance in several 
major facets of this process.  Dr. Glover and an intern volunteered to read through the 
provided letters of Logan Crawford and both summarize the provided locations so that 
this phase of the project could proceed, but also to transcribe the text into a word 
document for eventual inclusion within the pop-ups and contextual slides.  This allowed 
more time to be allocated to research on the battle itself, a step which needed to be 
completed before subsequent tasks could begin.  This phase was expected to take place 
gradually over the course of the year.   
Once data gathering had been completed work on the next task, construction of the 
geodatabase, could begin in earnest.  This would include both the creation of point, line 
and polygon features via ArcMap and population of attribute fields based on gathered 
data.  It would also entail the procurement of suitable historical maps and georeferencing 
of these maps for inclusion in the database as raster data sets.  Fortunately several 
suitable maps were identified early in the process.  Finally, the development of the web 
map itself, including JavaScript coding, deployment of feature services, and location of a 
suitable server for hosting these services would conclude the development phase.  Since 
the initial conception of this project plan didn’t properly account for the necessity of 
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locating, the temporary measure of hosting via AGOL had to be taken.  Obviously in the 
future this is a major concern in web development oriented projects and should be firmly 
decided in the planning stages. 
Once development had been completed, the deployment phase of the project could 
begin, the major tasks of which would be quality assurance and control for the map and 
testing.  Testing classes and attributes for accuracy and completeness, as well as the web 
map for functionality of pop-ups and navigation would fall under this final category.  
Additional consideration would need to be given to the presentation in terms of visual 
clarity and usability with the end user base in mind. 
3.5 Summary 
Initial planning of the project identified the major requirements necessary to address the 
client’s problem.  On a functional level these included the creation of a publicly hosted 
map that incorporated the desired historical materials from the Lincoln Shrine’s archive.  
Non-functional requirements were geared toward enhancing the experience for the end 
user base and included the inclusion of detailed pop-ups associated with features, 
georeferencing a historical map for use as a basemap, incorporation of links to the 
associated correspondence story map, and establishment of a clear symbology and 
hierarchy in the visualizations.    
 With this in mind the system was designed to incorporate these requirements.         
At the presentation level this it would take the form of a web map configured to present 
the narrative and contextual information constructed on the JavaScript API and hosted via 
ArcGIS Server.  This map would be supported by a database of feature classes and rasters 
drawn from the required historical sources. 
 The major tasks for this project could be broken into data acquisition, 
development, and deployment.  In the initial phase the required data would be gathered 
from the historical sources provided by the Lincoln Shrine and additional research would 
be done to place data for the points related to the Vicksburg campaign.  Once this was 
completed, the development phase could then begin.  This included creation and 
population of a file geodatabase based on the data gathered in the previous task, 
construction of the web map via JavaScript API, and the hosting and integration of the 
data into that map.  Finally in the deployment phase the data and map could be subjected 
to the necessary quality assurance processes to ensure completeness and functionality, 
and additional testing could be performed to confirm the general usability of the map for 
the intended audience.
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Chapter 4  – Database Design 
One of the key components of this project was to develop a database upon which the web 
map was built.  This chapter will cover how the conceptual data model for this project 
was formulated and how it subsequently informed the creation of the logical model which 
the ArcGIS database was built on.  This chapter will then go into greater depth on the 
sources that informed the creation of this model, and the methods by which these data 
was gathered and processed.  Lastly there will be a summary on the evaluation and 
cleaning of the data prior to its loading into the database. 
4.1 Conceptual Data Model 
The conceptual model for the project, shown below, is a generalized picture of how the 
data types used in this project were structured (Figure 4-1).  This is a visualization of how 
the various objects relevant to this project will be represented and related to each other. 
 
Figure 4-1 Conceptual data model 
 
At the top level, routes are dated lines that lead from one place or event to another, 
and the primary attribute related to this object is time.  Routes can lead to or connect 
battles and events, the other major relational component of this model.  Battles would be 
the container for the majority of relevant data related to troop counts and casualties.  
Battles would be participated in by the various forces on both sides, with these forces 
being attributed based on factors such as regiment/army corps and commanding officer.  
These forces would utilize routes to reach the relevant battles and events.  Finally, 
locations that letters were sent from by Logan Crawford would be designated to their own 
class.  These locations would also be reached by routes and could potentially be related to 
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battles or forces if the content of the letter either discussed them or was sent during a 
certain time.  
4.2 Logical Data Model 
The following is a logical representation achieved via an ArcGIS File Geodatabase that 
parses the general relations of the conceptual model into a concrete format (Figure 4-2).  
This database contains the two raster datasets containing the georeferenced maps of the 
Vicksburg region and siege lines, as well as nine point feature classes representing battles 
locations, letter locations, events, Confederate fortifications, and major concentrations of 
Union and Confederate troops during the May 19th and 22nd attacks as well as the siege.  
These are supplemented by another four polyline feature classes showing the routes of 
Grant’s campaign, Logan Crawford’s path, and the major direction of the May 19th and 
22nd Union attacks on Vicksburg.  
 
 
Figure 4-2 Logical data model 
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The routes model is represented by line feature classes which show the various 
manners groups or individuals moved between points.  In addition to the standard ID and 
shape values, these classes contain a date field for use in the time-enabled visualization 
and comparison with the respective battle and letter points.  A point feature class is used 
to represent battles in the overview map of the Vicksburg region.  In addition to the 
previously mentioned date field, this class includes attributes for troops involved 
including the total engaged in the battle as well as totals for Union and Confederate 
forces.  Attributes also contain necessary information about the army corps involved and 
their commanding officers.  An additional point feature class represents the locations of 
individual letters sent by Logan Crawford.  These points also contain the date field as 
well as a text field that communicates the location or generalized area the letter was sent 
from, and two text fields for URLs referencing the locations of the images of the scanned 
letters. 
 Additional point feature classes represent generalized locations of troops during 
the various attacks in the siege itself.  These include individual features for the Union 
forces during each major phase of the battle and one feature for dispositions of 
Confederate defenders.  These Troops feature classes contain attribute fields for army 
affiliation and commanding officer, which can be related to points in the battle feature 
class which this same group of troops participated in, along with image and info fields for 
URL links.  A separate point feature class contains the locations of stationary defenses 
such as forts and batteries, with two text fields to facilitate the inclusion of URLs.  A 
final set of points designated Events indicate locations of interest of generalized areas 
where the siege had an impact.  These contain a location field as well as text fields for 
relevant URL addresses.    
The georeferenced historical maps used as the basemaps for this project are also 
stored in this database as raster datasets. 
4.3 Data Sources 
Although Vicksburg was a decisive battle in the American Civil War, there are not many 
readily available sources of GIS data relating to it.  With that in mind, the information 
used to create the feature classes used in this application was estimated and interpolated 
based on historical research performed by the author and the client.  The locational data 
for the points which Logan Crawford sent letters from was estimated from the letters 
themselves, which were transcribed and summarized by the client and one of his interns.  
Additional attribute information was taken from the National Park Service’s American 
Battlefield Protection Program, which keeps general statistics on a large number of 
battles including troop counts, casualties, and so forth.  General summaries of the events 
of these battles were obtained from the Civil War Trust, a nonprofit organization which 
works to document and protect battlefield sites across the country.  The basemaps used 
were acquired through the David Rumsey Historical Map Collection 
(http://www.davidrumsey.com/). 
4.4 Data Collection Methods 
The majority of the data collection for this project was performed either through the 
client or through available online resources. Initially a suitable period map for the 
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battlefield needed to be selected.  As the terrain and the course of the Mississippi River 
have changed significantly since the time, this step was essential not only to giving the 
narrative map the appropriate look and feel but for communicating the information to the 
audience.  To this end a map created by Ed. Dumas Vorzet for an 1875 military atlas was 
located in the David Rumsay Online Map Collection.  For the more detailed inset map of 
the siege itself, a publically available Army Corps of Engineers map taken from an 1885 
issue of Century Illustrated magazine was located at the Library of Congress website 
(https://www.loc.gov/item/2007629504/).  
The basis of the point data for this map was rooted in locational information taken 
from the letters of Logan Crawford, a Union solider serving in the Western theater during 
the Battle of Vicksburg.  Using these letters, a narrative of where Crawford went during 
the battle and what he experienced could be constructed.  A further narrative about the 
campaign itself was shown via points showing Grant’s actions during the main campaign.  
These locations were interpolated from a variety of historical accounts and maps of the 
campaign, with the attribute data largely coming from the National Park Service’s battle 
summaries.     
4.5 Data Scrubbing and Loading 
The data for this project were largely created and interpolated for use by the client until 
more accurate data can be acquired in the future.  The two basemaps were loaded into 
ESRI’s ArcMap software as image files, and then converted to the Web Mercator 
projected coordinate system for optimal presentation in a web map via the ArcMap 
georeferencing tools.  A series of control points, comprised chiefly of locations such as 
towns that haven’t shifted in position widely over the long span of time since the maps’ 
initial creation, were selected to base the transformation on.  After an acceptable level of 
warp and accuracy were achieved, the maps could be loaded into the database as raster 
datasets. 
The point data representing where Logan Crawford sent his letters was created via 
the editing tools in ArcMap.  These letters were generally sent from towns or in transit 
between assignments during the campaign, and by placing these points it was possible to 
interpolate the relative path which Crawford followed through the battle for the purposes 
of visualization.  The path was represented via a polyline feature class.  Battles during 
Grant’s overland campaign likewise took place over large and unclearly defined areas, 
but were generally focused around a particular objective such as town or city.  The points 
denoted for the battles were centered on the city or landmark associated with that 
conflict.  Likewise, the historical summaries of the siege itself identify certain objectives 
or points of attack in the Confederate defensive line.  While stationary defenses such as 
forts could be placed as points, the polygon feature classes showing troops were 
interpolated based on the focus of attack, and were symbolized to show the spatially 
uncertain nature of the locations of troops during these sorties. 
4.6 Summary 
The conceptual data model of this project looked to represent the general spatial and 
attribute oriented relationships between the various concepts to be included in the 
eventual web map.  Generally speaking, these relationships could be summarized as 
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routes being used by forces or individuals to reach events or battles.  Forces or 
individuals would take part in battles or events and have related attributes as was 
relevant. 
This initial conceptual model was applied to the creation of a logical model within an 
ArcGIS file geodatabase.  A polyline feature class represents the routes, with attribute 
fields for date and relations to battle and letter location feature classes based on the 
individual or involved forces fields.  Battles would be shown as a point feature class to be 
included in the overview map and contain attribute fields for total troops deployed and 
individual Condederate and Union forces, as well as casualties, army corps engaged, and 
commanding officers.  Another point feature class contained locations of individual 
letters with the associated date and was related to the appropriate route feature.  
Individual point feature classes on the inset siege map represent stationary defenses, 
locations of interest, and generalized locations of troops. 
The data for this project were chiefly gathered from online sources and those provided 
by the client.  The letters from Logan Crawford contained in the Lincoln Shrine’s archive 
were the basis for the locational information related to his path through the campaign.  
Statistical data on the Vicksburg Campaign was retrieved from the National Park 
Service’s summaries on these battles maintained for the battlefield preservation program, 
while the locations of individual battles and information about the events were gathered 
from the Civil War Trust.  The historical maps used as the basemaps were retrieved from 
the David Rumsey Historical Map Collection. 
In order to load and prepare the data for inclusion in the map, a fair amount of 
research, interpolation, and generalization needed to be performed.    The historical maps 
needed to be georeferenced into an appropriate projected coordinate system for use as 
basemaps.  Based on the locational information taken from the correspondence in the 
Lincoln Shrine’s archive and information acquired in the course of the research on a 
variety of sources covering the battle, the locations of the battles, troops, and sent letters 
were able to be interpolated.
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Chapter 5  – Implementation 
Creation of this project’s final product, an interactive story map which includes images 
and information on the Vicksburg campaign drawn in part from the Lincoln Memorial 
Shrine’s archive, had several major phases which will be detailed in the following 
chapter.  Ideally these workflows should allow the reader to recreate a similar story map 
with their own alterations.  The first section is a summary of how the feature classes and 
basemaps employed in the story map were initially created in the ArcGIS software suite.  
Following is a description of the hosting and integration of this data into the web maps 
which would then be used in the development of the final story map.  A detailed 
description of the creation and customization of the journal story map template is then 
provided.  This chapter concludes with a summary of how the additional visualizations 
used at the end of the story map were conceptualized and created. 
5.1 Basemap/Feature Development 
Once sufficient information had been gathered about the Vicksburg Campaign and the 
client had provided a summary of the Logan Crawford letters that they wished to include 
in this map, construction of the point, line, and raster features that would later be used in 
the web map could begin.  This process was performed with ArcMap, where a file 
geodatabase was initially created to house the data. 
Since this project focused on visualization of historical events, the initial placement 
of the period basemaps would inform the creation of the remaining feature classes.  Using 
the georeferencing toolbar, a series of control points were placed at static locations on the 
military atlas of the Vicksburg region and the Army Corps of Engineers map depicting 
the siege itself, and referenced against points placed in the same vicinity on a modern 
basemap.  Figure 5-1 shows an example of this georeferencing process used on the 
overview of the Vicksburg area.   
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Figure 5-1 Example of Georeferenced Points (Georeferencing toolbar highlighted) 
 
Since this map largely deals in relative locations based on historical documents and 
accounts with undefined coordinate systems, it will chiefly be used for the purposes of 
visualization rather than in depth spatial analysis.  Based on this factor and the focus on a 
relatively small geographical region, the spline transformation was selected.  This method 
is optimal for local referencing as it directly transforms the source control points to target 
control points on a one to one basis.  Relatively stationary locations that were key to the 
narrative and should have a high degree of accuracy such as towns where battles occurred 
or roads in the Vicksburg area were prioritized when placing control points, with an 
emphasis on maintaining the highest degree of accuracy along Grant and Crawford’s 
respective routes.  11 points were placed at such locations on the overview map obtaining 
an estimated RMSE of less than 677.9 (Figure 5-3). 
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Figure 5-3 Control Points Placed on Overview Map    
 
This process was repeated for the siege map, with 12 control points with an 
estimated RMSE of less than 85.6 being focused around the region to the north of the 
siege line where the Vicksburg Military Park is currently located and the terrain and 
roads have changed the least in the intervening years (Figure 5-4).   
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Figure 5-4 Control Points Placed on Siege Map  
 
Once a suitable number of points had been placed, these maps could then be 
referenced to the Web Mercator projected coordinate system, necessary for online 
hosting.  With the maps georeferenced to the proper coordinate system, they could then 
begin to be populated with point and polyline feature classes.  These feature classes were 
digitized using the editing functionality of ArcMap and reside within the file geodatabase 
created earlier.  A point feature class was created in which generalized points were placed 
at the battle sites along Grant’s path to Vicksburg itself.  A similar feature class contains 
the digitized locations from which Logan Crawford sent his letters.  Supplementing these 
in the overview of the Vicksburg area are a point feature class representing important 
events that might not be tied to a specific battle, and a point feature class to represent 
locations which Logan Crawford visited but did not write a specific letter from.  
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Attribute fields were added to each of these feature classes to show supplementary 
information about each point.  These attribute fields were populated with the values 
obtained via the National Park Service battle summaries using the attribute editing 
functionality of ArcMap.  The Battle Point feature class would now contain Troops 
Engaged and Casualties for both the Union and Confederacy, as well as total.  
Additionally Army Affiliation and Commanding Officer fields for each combatant, along 
with an Index field for use with navigation within the Story Map application were added 
to this feature class.  The Logan Crawford Letter Locations feature class meanwhile had 
fields added for Date, Location Sent From, as well as fields to contain the URL (Uniform 
Resource Locator) addresses of the scanned imagery of the physical letters for inclusion 
in the Story Map.  The Event feature class has nearly identical fields, with the only 
exception being that the ‘Sent From’ field is replaced with one named ‘Location’. Figure 
5-6 displays these classes successfully digested in ArcMap. 
 
 
Figure 5-6 Digitized Feature Classes for the Overview Map  
 
Line feature classes that portray the paths which Grant and Crawford followed were 
then placed to give a sense of relative distances travelled and routes employed.  These 
lines were attributed with a date field for eventual use in the time-enabled visualization.  
For a more detailed map of the Vicksburg siege, several more feature classes were 
created based on the siege lines shown on the Army Corps of Engineers map.  As the 
Story Map template is useful in displaying sequential information, the representation of 
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the Union troop allocations during the siege was divided into three point feature classes 
based on each major action: the May 19th attack, May 22nd attacks, and siege positions.  
Each of these feature classes was given attribute fields to display Army Corps Affiliation, 
Commanding Officer, and Image/Information classes to contain URL addresses for use 
with links within the Story Map.  Another class with identical fields was created to show 
the Confederate troop designations.  Confederate Fortifications were placed into their 
own point feature class, with a Name field along with Image and Information fields to 
contain URL addresses.  Lastly line feature classes were digitized to indicate which 
fortifications were attacked during each action, with two classes showing the May 19th 
and 22nd attacks.  Figure 5-7 displays these feature classes successfully digitized in 
ArcMap.  
 
 
Figure 5-7 Digitized Feature Classes for the Siege Map 
 
In summary, this project required the creation of nine point feature classes, four line 
feature classes, and two raster datasets (the georeferenced maps), all of which were 
housed within a file geodatabase.  
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5.2 Development of Web Infrastructure 
Once the feature classes had been constructed, they could be hosted online to support the 
eventual Story Map application.  Each of the point and polyline feature classes was 
uploaded to the local ArcGIS server to be utilized by the client as web services.  The 
raster datasets were uploaded separately as image services.  These services were placed 
via their REST (Representational State Transfer) URL in three ArcGIS Online web maps 
that would then be referenced by the story map template and the JavaScript API 
(Application Program Interface) functions detailed later in this chapter.  One web map 
would be used to show the features within the overview of the Vicksburg region, another 
would show the detailed view of the siege lines, and the third was specifically created to 
handle the on-click navigation functionality of the Story Map (discussed in section 5.3).  
Three more separate web maps were also created to be used in the time-enabled 
visualizations, to be populated after completion of the story map (discussed in section 
5.4).   
After these web maps had been successfully created and populated with the feature 
classes appropriate to their subject matter, they could be symbolized to be more intuitive 
to the user base.  Using Adobe Photoshop software, a series of images were created to be 
used as thematically appropriate symbols for the point feature classes.  These symbols 
were saved in the PNG (Portable Network Graphics) format to ensure they maintained a 
transparent background for display over a basemap.  They were then uploaded to the 
Photobucket image sharing website (a variety of similar sites could be used) and set as 
the symbol for the appropriate feature class via their URL address within ArcGIS Online.  
The overview map with the completed custom symbology can be seen in Figure 5-8. 
 
 
Figure 5-8 Overview Web Map with Completed Custom Symbology 
 
To present the contextual information meant to supplement each point feature 
effectively, custom pop-ups were configured for each point feature class within ArcGIS 
Online.  The pop-ups associated with the battle points were configured to present the 
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information categorically by color coding field titles to their associated combatant.  Pie 
charts were also inserted into these popups using the AGOL builder comparing Union 
and Confederate troop counts and casualties (Figure 5-9).   
 
 
Figure 5-9 Example of Pie Chart Configuration in ArcGIS Online 
 
For all other point feature classes, custom popups were created with an image 
oriented configuration.  URLs to appropriate images for each point are included in the 
feature class within the Image attribute field.  These are called by the popup, then linked 
to another web page when the user clicks on the image via the URL in the Info attribute 
field.  In the case of the Crawford letter locations, this is a slideshow showing the 
scanned images of the physical letter.  For each other feature class, this is a website with 
additional contextual information on that particular group, location, or individual.  This 
configuration in AGOL is shown in Figure 5-10. 
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Figure 5-10 Example of Image Linking Configuration in ArcGIS Online  
 
The line feature classes representing routes did not contain relevant attribute 
information, and so the popups for these features were disabled.   
5.3 Story Map Creation 
A Story Map template is optimal for conveying a narrative as it allows a wide variety of 
options for displaying spatial events with a temporal element, and incorporating 
supplementary information.  There are a variety of story map templates available on the 
arcgis.com story map site (https://storymaps.arcgis.com/en/app-list/).  Upon selecting a 
template, the ArcGIS Online app builder was used to populate it with web maps and 
features, and customize the inclusion of text and imagery.  As seen in Figure 5-11, the 
builder allows for extents, displayed features, and popups to be customized, along with 
what type of media (web map, web page, image) will be inserted into the story map.   
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Figure 5-11 ArcGIS Builder Interface 
 
Once the story map has been successfully built, the template can be downloaded 
from Github (a hosting site which ESRI provides a link to on their page) to customize the 
formatting and layout of the story map via the JavaScript API and host it locally.   
In the case of this project, the Journal Story Map template was selected for use as it 
allowed the inclusion of text and imagery in a prominent position where the end user base 
could easily access it.  A hosted app was created using the previously created web maps.  
The general layout of the Journal map template can be seen in Figure 5-12. 
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Figure 5-12 Journal Story Map Layout 
 
The Journal “slides” were set to show appropriate extents and feature classes for 
each individual location in the campaign using the aforementioned builder tools.  These 
slides would chronologically follow Grant’s movement towards Vicksburg and the major 
battles fought along the way.  Once the siege itself was reached, the secondary web map 
and associated feature classes were employed for a more detailed view.  After this 
subsequent slides would follow Logan Crawford’s letter locations in chronological order 
as well.  To take advantage of the Journal Map template’s capabilities to display text and 
imagery alongside the map, summaries of each of the battles and major events of the 
campaign were written based on previous research performed and placed in the map.  
Appropriate images were located via the web and uploaded to the builder via URL.  After 
the general narrative of the map was established, an introductory slide was written, and 
the HTML of this slide was edited within the builder interface so that appropriate text 
would navigate to the starting sections of the Grant and Crawford sections respectively 
on click.  This was accomplished by calling the “story-navigate-section” function and 
supplying the appropriate index for these pages (Figure 5-13). 
 
 
Figure 5-13 Code used to Link text to Story Map Sections 
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Once the story map’s format was established via the builder, in could then be 
customized and hosted locally.  The template for the journal story map was downloaded 
from the available Github site hosted by ESRI (https://github.com/Esri/map-journal-
storytelling-template-js).  The HTML file could then be pointed to the ID available at the 
end of the URL address of the constructed story map to import its slide formatting and 
content, in the case of this project ‘d61166ad2a96437fa4ed1f527ac3b5b6’ (the complete 
code for this story map is available in Appendix A).  The configuration file of the 
application ‘config.js’ defines general size, positions, and color formatting rules for both 
the side and float layout styles of the story map template.  The code of the “side-default-
1” theme was chosen to alter as this was the default template used when building the 
map; however this process could be used to customize any chosen layout.  Color fields 
for this theme including major theme color, dot navigation panel, main panel, and media 
bar were altered to a different hex color values to create a more thematically appropriate 
look for the map (Figure 5-14). 
 
   
Figure 5-14 Alterations to Theme Colors 
 
The group size of the navigation dots was also altered in the config.js file so that a 
number of dots equal to the number of slides detailing Grant’s campaign would display in 
the navigation bar.  This allowed the sets of points representing battles and letters to each 
be grouped to its own separate navigation page.  Full code of the configuration file can be 
found in Appendix A.  Several changes were made to the Viewer-min JavaScript file 
which contains the CSS (Cascading Style Sheet) styling for the application.  This code 
was placed in an appropriate format to be effectively read and altered.  Since there would 
be background space in the main panel due to the use of the historical map as a basemap, 
the ‘background-color’ property of the .mainStagePanel element was changed to a color 
that would better suit the overall theme of the application (Figure 5-15). 
 
  
Figure 5-15 Additional background formatting 
 
To prevent the legend from potentially obscuring features on the map, the right 
alignment of the .legendContainer element was reduced to 5% (Figure 5-16). 
 
 
Figure 5-16 Altered legend container formatting 
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Lastly the coloration of the navigation dots for sections not relating to the main 
narrative, such as the exploration pages or additional visualizations, were altered by 
specifying the data indexes of the pages along with the desired color under the 
.navDots.dot property (Figure 5-17). 
 
 
Figure 5-17 Custom Navigation Dot Colors 
 
Additional code was appended to the end of the ‘index.html’ file to facilitate on click 
navigation for the points on the initial slide.  A separate web map and identical class of 
overview features was created specifically to be called by this piece of code.  Line 324 of 
the index file marks the beginning of a section of the script designated for custom  
JavaScript code (Appendix A).  This additional code was placed here (Figure 5-18).   
 
 
Figure 5-18 Navigation on Click Function 
 
By calling the web map and layers by their respective IDs, this code sets that when 
one of these layers is moused over, the cursor symbol will change to indicate a link is 
available, and a custom info window with an appropriate image/information and inform 
the user they can click to navigate to this event.  A “mouse-out” event is then set to return 
the cursor to normal and hide the window if the user navigates away.  On an actual click, 
the code will use the same “story-navigate-section” function called by the text section 
links to navigate to the appropriate slide for this feature.  This function references the 
‘Index’ attribute field included in each feature class for this purpose.  
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5.4 Supplemental Visualizations 
To give the audience the option seeing the map with enhanced visual context, a second 
set of feature classes displaying the Vicksburg region was published.  These included the 
Battle Locations, Crawford Letter Locations, Crawford Visited Locations, Events, 
Grant’s Campaign, and Crawford’s Path feature classes.  However, this separate set of 
features was uploaded with time enabled on the ‘Date’ attribute field.  When time-
enabled features are placed in a web map, a time slider is displayed that allows a 
temporal animation of these features to be played and customized (Figure 5-19). 
 
 
Figure 5-19 ArcGIS Online Time-slider Interface 
 
Activating or moving the time slider would then sequentially display the events of 
the campaign and show the gradual increase in troops comparative to time, and where 
Crawford was located in temporal relation to the major events. 
The time-enabled features were placed in their own series of web maps, where the 
time-enabled data were configured to display progressively.  These maps were used to 
host a series of Time Aware apps.  The advantages of such an app are that it can be 
further customized in the same manner as a story map, and that it can be integrated into a 
story map template (unlike a normal time-enabled web map) by using the “&embed” tag 
at the end of its URL address.  Three such Time Aware apps were created to visualize 
Grant’s campaign, Crawford’s journey, and both simultaneously.  The color themes of 
these new apps were set to mirror that of the main Story Map application (Figure 5-20). 
 
 
Figure 5-20 Customized Time-Aware Application 
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To facilitate more fluid navigation between this series of temporal visualizations, all 
three time-aware applications were embedded into a Tabbed Story Map Series.  This 
template allows the user to simply click one of the tabs at the top of the page to switch 
between visualization options rather than having to scroll up and down to an entirely 
different slide within the Story Map Journal.  The Time Aware apps were added to the 
Map Series using the builder interface linking to their URL address with the 
aforementioned “&embed” tag pasted to the end.  The code of the Map Series was then 
downloaded from Github in the same manner the code for the Map Journal was 
(https://github.com/Esri/map-series-storytelling-template-js) and hosted locally.  This 
allowed it to be linked to a slide in the original Map Journal by its URL. 
This same workflow was repeated to create and embed a customized Swipe Story 
Map after the series of time enabled visualizations.  This template allows two separate 
web maps to be displayed in which the user can manipulate the visibility of a certain map 
or layers for comparison purposes using the swipe tool.  For the purposes of this project, 
two web maps were created specifically for use in this template.  One contains the 
georeferenced web maps, while the other contains no layers with the basemap set to the 
earth imagery map available in ArcGIS Online.  This map setup will allow the user to 
directly compare the historical maps and the current landscape of the Vicksburg region, 
gaining a perspective on how the landscape has changed between the then and now 
(Figure 5-21) 
 
 
Figure 5-21 Customized Swipe Story Map  
5.5 Summary 
Construction of the project proper began by building the database which would form the 
basis for the later web maps employing ArcMap software.  Two historical basemaps of 
the Vicksburg region were projected into the Web Mercator projected coordinate system.  
Point and polyline feature classes were created via ArcMap to represent the various types 
of information the story map would be portraying (battles/troops, letter locations, routes).  
Attribute fields were added and populated with supplementary information for relevant 
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feature classes.  After the database was populated, the feature classes were uploaded to 
the local ArcGIS server as feature services, along with the basemaps as map services.  
Three web maps were hosted using ArcGIS Online and were then populated using these 
services.  The pop-ups for battle locations were customized in these web maps to present 
the information in a more intuitive manner.  Custom symbols were created via Adobe 
Photoshop and uploaded to an image hosting site to be used for applicable points.  A 
story map was constructed using the journal template, which the previously created web 
maps were embedded in.  A series of slides were customized within the template to detail 
the relevant points in the narrative this app was presenting, and contextual text and 
imagery were added.  The code for this template was downloaded from Github so that it 
could be further customized.  This allowed for the color scheme and navigation layout to 
be altering within the JavaScript code, and additional code to be added to accommodate 
an intro page with on-click navigation between points and map sections.  Lastly a set of 
time-aware visualizations were created.  A set of feature classes with the time field 
enabled on the ‘Date” attribute field were uploaded and used in a series of Time Aware 
applications which were embedded into the Map Journal to provide a temporal view of 
the information. 
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Chapter 6  – Use Cases 
When envisioning potential use cases, this project was geared toward providing a new 
and more powerful way for the end user to understand and enjoy the data via a narrative 
experience.  The following chapter details two such use cases for this application.  The 
first of these is a visitor to the Lincoln Memorial Shrine who has minimal prior 
knowledge of the Vicksburg campaign and how they might employ and navigate the map.  
The second is a student or other interested party who wishes to retrieve specific 
information on a battle or individual Crawford letter. 
6.1 Use Case: Visitor to Lincoln Shrine Website/Museum 
The expected audience for this application largely consists of visitors to the Lincoln 
Shrine’s online presence or their physical location.  These users would be viewing the 
map largely out of curiosity about the subject area and would not be expected to have 
advanced knowledge about the details of the campaign or navigation of an ArcGIS web 
map.  These users will reach the Vicksburg Campaign web application by clicking on a 
URL link posted and described on the Lincoln Shrine’s official website or one of their 
social media sites.  As the data and web maps are all hosted publicly, no log-in or further 
input is required from the user.  Upon clicking the link, visitors will find themselves on 
the in the introductory slide of the web map, as seen in Figure 6-1.   
 
 
Figure 6-1 Introductory Slide 
 
At the point the user’s eye will either be drawn to the map itself or the greeting text 
provided in the side panel.  If the user does choose to read through the text, they will be 
met with both a description of why the Vicksburg campaign is significant and worth 
investigation, and some informative text on how they can go about navigating the story 
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map if they are unfamiliar with the general layout or controls.  Figure 6-2 displays the 
major navigational tools on the introductory page highlighted. 
In addition to a description of the use of the navigation bar and a reminder of the 
ability of this map to transition to the next topic area by using the numbered divider 
button, several links are provided within the text itself.  These link buttons, clearly 
delineated by their underlining, provide a brief description of where they will navigate 
the user to.  These linked sections were selected based on what would generally be the 
logical starting point of the major narratives that this Story Map is attempting to present.  
Finally, there is a brief description of the on-click navigation provided by the map on this 
page; more info on this feature will be provided later in this section.   
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Figure 6-2 Intro Text with Links and Navigation bar Highlighted 
 
While the introductory text is useful for those more inclined to read, there will be a 
large portion of the audience whose eye will be drawn to the map itself and attempt to 
examine it.  While the symbols for this map were created to be thematic and simple to 
interpret, the first time any new symbol is introduced the map’s legend will be extended 
by default (Figure 6-3).    
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Figure 6-3 Map Legend 
 
The legend identifies each of the relevant point and line symbols, which should make 
interpreting the data presented by the map as intuitive as possible.  To make navigating 
the map transition just as easily into the narrative experience as reading the introductory 
text, on-click navigation has been coded into the web map for this slide.  When a user 
mouses over any given point on the map, his or her cursor symbol will change and an 
info window for that point will appear.  This window presents the name of the location or 
event, an image or brief description, and instructional text stating the clicking that point 
will navigate to more information on the subject (Figure 6-4).  Clicking will then 
instantly take the user to the section of the Story Map associated with this feature. 
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Figure 6-4 Map Navigation with On-click Point Popup 
 
As the feature class representing Grant’s campaign contains additional contextual 
information on each battle, some of these attribute fields are displayed within the on-click 
information windows, so that the user can still gain some background context on the 
campaign even if they chose only to explore this initial map. 
The second slide that visitor will view if they continue to navigate the story map 
through the navigation bar contains helpful background information on the American 
Civil War in the text panel.  These include causes and general background, major people 
involved in the conflict, organizational structure of the Confederate and Union armies, 
and some additional facts about the Lincoln Shrine.  Also included are definitions of 
some terminology specific to the period and siege warfare that the user might not be 
familiar with.  As another section intended to “lead in” to the main narrative, this page 
also has on-click navigation enabled on the main map. 
Should the user chose to continue to navigate the map from here in sequential order 
they will be placed in the slides relating to Grant’s campaign.  The app is configured to 
automatically adjust the extent of the map panel and zoom level to view the specific area 
that the slide relates to.  In addition, the popups associated with each point are configured 
to be automatically displayed as soon as the slide becomes visible.  This way, if the user 
is unfamiliar with navigation of ArcGIS Online web maps, they will still be able to 
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receive all the contextual information available in the application simply by clicking 
through with the arrow buttons.  An example of a point slide with automatically adjusted 
default extent and pop-up can be seen in Figure 6-5. 
 
 
Figure 6-5 Example of Adjusted View in Grant’s Campaign Slides 
 
As seen in Figure 6-5, the text panel for each slide detailing a point contains a brief 
summary of the event in question, along with an image related to the topic.  This design 
remains constant through the other topic areas of the Story Map.  When the user arrives at 
the section of the map detailing the siege, the secondary web map containing the feature 
classes symbolizing troop concentrations and fortifications along with the new historical 
basemap will be loaded automatically, and a legend describing this new symbology will 
be displayed on each slide by default (Figure 6-6).  
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Figure 6-6 Detailed Siege Map with Alternate Feature Classes 
 
Having navigated all the slides associated with the siege, the reader will 
automatically be returned to the original basemap and symbology to step through the 
narrative provided by the Logan Crawford letters.  These events are presented in 
chronological order in the same way the campaign was.  Having reached the conclusion 
of the slides, the user is again presented the opportunity to explore the map.  A map view 
of all the battle and letter location points is provided similar to the introductory slide.  
Instructions for accessing the point popups and zooming in and out of areas using the 
magnification controls are included in the text panel (Figure 6-7).  Additionally on this 
map, the user can zoom in to the Vicksburg region to switch the view back to the detailed 
view of the siege as seen in Figure 6-6.  Zooming out will return the view to normal.   
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Figure 6-7 Map Exploration Page 
 
The overall design philosophy of this web map has been geared towards an audience 
with widely varying degrees of knowledge about web maps or Civil War history, and 
with that in mind it is possible to experience the major points of the narrative using only 
the navigation buttons and stepping through the map slide by slide.  However, alternate 
options are available if the user prefers employing the on-click navigation or following 
text links. 
Finally, with the intention of giving the audience a perspective on how much the 
region has changed in the 153 years since the battle, the map includes a final embedded 
swipe story map.  This map can be navigated to either by clicking the in-text link within 
the final navigation page, or by using the dot navigation bar.  Once the user reaches this 
final swipe map, instructions on its manipulation can be read in a text pane.  As described 
in these instructions, the user can manipulate the swipe bar in the middle of the page to 
switch the displayed map between the historical basemaps and modern earth imagery of 
the Vicksburg area, as seen in Figure 6-8. 
 
   
Figure 6-8 Embedded Swipe Map 
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This additional visualization will allow the general user base to place the historical 
spatial information provided by the story map in a modern context.  Again, the user will 
be presented with in-text links providing the option to navigate back to the exploration 
map page, or the beginning of the app. 
6.2 Use Case: Student/Researcher with Specific Interest 
A second major potential user group for this web application are users who are familiar 
with the battle or have a specific area of interest.  These users should also be able to 
quickly and easily reach to the information they need, a goal which is aided by the 
various navigation options detailed in the previous section. 
One large segment of these users are those researching the event and in need of more 
detailed statistical information on a specific battle.  The pop-ups for each point within the 
battle locations feature class contain the contextual attribute values for that battle such as 
the estimated troop counts and casualties drawn from the National Park Service battle 
summaries (Figure 6-9).   
 
 
Figure 6-9 Popup with Attribute Information 
 
This information can be accessed from the slide on the relevant battle or from the 
exploration map at the end of the slide order, allowing researchers looking for statistical 
information on one event to access it without having to sequentially navigate the entire 
story map.   
If a student or researcher was looking for contextual information on a civil war 
solider to supplement a paper they were working on and were directed to this map as a 
resource, they could easily obtain this information from the section of the story map 
relating to the Logan Crawford letters.  Each slide relating to Crawford, as well as the 
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points on the exploration map, contains a pop-up with a thumbnail of the letter, and the 
date/location it was sent from (Figure 6-10).   
 
 
Figure 6-10 Example of Letter Popup  
 
Following the instructions in the popup, the user can click the letter image and be 
directed to a Photobucket slideshow containing the full resolution images of every page 
of that particular letter (Figure 6-11).  This gives the user the opportunity to examine and 
retrieve the imagery if they require it to contextualize or demonstrate subject matter in 
their research.   
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Figure 6-11 Complete Letter Slideshow 
 
In addition to general descriptions of when he went and what he did, the Logan 
Crawford letters provide insight how the average solider during this period would have 
viewed and reacted to their circumstances.  A potential student working to research life in 
the military during the conflict may need more specific information, or wish to quote a 
specific incident.  For this reason each one of the slides pertaining to a Logan Crawford 
letter location also contains a link within the text panel.  These links direct the user to a 
transcribed version of the document so that the actual content is available in a much more 
legible format.  The transcribed letters are hosted via Google Drive and can be 
downloaded directly from here if the user requires (Figure 6-12).   
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Figure 6-12 Transcribed Letter 
 
Lastly a student or researcher may have a specific time period of interest or wish to 
receive a more visual sense of how the campaign progressed.  They may also need 
assistance visualizing where Logan Crawford was in relation to specific events.  User 
requirements such as these informed the creation of the time-aware visualizations 
included at the end of the story map.  Upon reaching the final slide link text like or 
navigation bar, the user is presented with a time aware map of the Vicksburg region 
embedded within a map series.  These maps can be navigated and zoomed like all 
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previous maps in the application, and contain all the same popup functionality.  However, 
these maps also contain a time slider panel which allows the feature classes on the map to 
be animated temporally.  Following the provided instructions in the text panel, the user 
can click the play button on the time slider to view the events of the campaign and Logan 
Crawford’s experiences in chronological order.  They can also click and drag the slider 
bar to view a certain range of times or stop at a specific point.  The time-aware maps can 
be toggled between using the titled map tabs located at the top of the series.  These allow 
the user to view the chronological order of Grant’s campaign, Logan Crawford’s journey, 
or both simultaneously.  Figure 6-13 shows the time-aware map page layout with the time 
slider and tab interface highlighted. 
 
    
Figure 6-13 Time-Aware Visualizations Layout 
6.3 Summary 
This Story Map application was devised to be as simple to navigate and visually 
informative as possible, and this design goal informed the two use cases detailed in this 
chapter.  The majority of the user base is expected to be visitors to either the Lincoln 
Memorial Shrine’s website or physical location.  These individuals will be able to reach 
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the map via a URL link with no further input or login required.  Upon reaching the map 
they are presented with explanatory links to the individual sections, or can simply 
navigate the map normally using the scroll bars.  If they prefer to navigate the map itself, 
individual points also provide on-click navigation.  The expected user base may have 
wildly varying degrees of knowledge about the subject area or web maps in general.  This 
was accounted for with the provision of supplementary links to historical background and 
the configuration of the pop-up display for the map’s feature points.  Another expected 
user group is students or researchers with a specific area of interest.  These users can 
directly access the statistical information on each battle via the pop-ups associated with 
each point.  Additionally the slides relating to the Logan Crawford letters allow a 
potential researcher to access both the imagery and transcribed text of these resources.  
The time-aware visualizations provided at the end of the map journal were also 
formulated with the aim of providing more knowledgeable users with ready access to 
temporal views of relevant features. 
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Chapter 7  – Conclusions and Future Work 
This project was conceptualized with the goal of supplementing the Lincoln Memorial 
Shrine’s resources by taking both raw historical information and archived documents and 
placing them into a spatial format.  It accomplished this goal by digitizing locational 
information contained in the archived correspondence and various accounts of Grant’s 
campaign on Vicksburg and placing the data on the web in the form of a Story Map.  This 
map was supplemented with georeferenced period basemaps and statistical data on troop 
count and casualty numbers, to which a variety of visualizations were applied.  The result 
was a map that would allow a potential user to move through a narrative of Grant’s 
Campaign and Logan Crawford’s experiences during the time and view attribute 
information with temporal and comparison based visualizations. 
 This end product satisfied the client’s functional requirements in that it produced a 
web map that both visualized materials in their archive and could be easily accessed by a 
link placed in the Lincoln Shrine’s online presence.  All the non-functional requirements 
were able to be accomplished through the inclusion of pop-ups with additional 
information on each battle, a link to the accompanying map detailing Logan Crawford’s 
life, and multiple georeferenced basemaps from the period detailing the Vicksburg 
region. 
 There are a wide variety of ways in which this initial product can be built upon and 
enriched to provide an even more in-depth look at the information.  A 3D implementation 
could allow the user to gain a more accurate and in-depth view of the terrain in the 
Vicksburg region.  If elevation data were available for the Vicksburg Military Park area, 
this could be applied to a 3D map of the battlefield.  Although this project focused on the 
letters of an individual solider, additional correspondence from a variety of sources could 
easily be implemented into the map to provide a wider variety of viewpoints on what 
people experience during the conflict.  Likewise this map took a relatively high level 
view of the siege, dividing the data based on the Army Corps involved in each military 
action.  If more in-depth information could be ascertained from resources such as 
regimental histories, the visualization of each battle could be made far more detailed.  
The methodologies used in this project for supplementing information and documents 
with a visual and spatial element could easily be applied to any major historical event for 
which sufficient materials exist.  These are only a few of the potential options as 
historical GIS as a whole is a field with an exceptional potential for future work.      
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Appendix A. Web Application Template Code 
The following is the JavaScript, dojo, and HTML5 code for the Journal Story Map Web 
Application which indicates which sets the application to be loaded and adds the on-click 
navigation functionality.  It can be found in the VicksburgApp.html file.  Code altered 
from template is highlighted in orange. 
1. <!DOCTYPE html>   
2. <html>   
3.     <head>   
4.         <title></title>   
5.         <meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html; charset=utf-8">   
6.         <meta http-equiv="X-UA-Compatible" content="IE=Edge,chrome=1">   
7.            
8.         <meta name="fragment" content="!">   
9.         <meta name="apple-mobile-web-app-capable" content="yes">   
10.         <meta name="viewport" content="width=device-width, initial-
scale=1.0, maximum-scale=1.0, user-scalable=0">   
11.            
12.         <link type="image/ico" rel="shortcut icon" href="//resources.esri.com/fa
vicon.ico">   
13.         <link type="image/ico" rel="icon"  href="//resources.esri.com/favicon.ic
o">   
14.            
15.         <!--    
16.             To correctly reference your Map Journal in search engine:   
17.              - create and fill out extensively an ArcGIS Online item that link t
o your final application   
18.              - edit the following four tags as well as the title tag above on li
ne 4   
19.         -->   
20.         <meta name="description" content="This story map was created with the St
ory Map Journal application in ArcGIS Online.">   
21.            
22.         <!-- Facebook sharing -->   
23.         <meta property="og:type" content="article"/>   
24.         <meta property="og:title" content="Story Map Journal"/>   
25.         <meta property="og:description" content="This story map was created with
 the Story Map Journal application in ArcGIS Online."/>   
26.         <meta property="og:image" content="http://www.arcgis.com/apps/MapJournal
/resources/common/icons/esri-globe.png"/>   
27.            
28.         <!--    
29.             This application is released under the Apache License V2.0 by Esri h
ttp://www.esri.com/   
30.             Checkout the project repository on GitHub to access source code, lat
est revision, developer documentation, FAQ and tips   
31.             https://github.com/Esri/map-journal-storytelling-template-js   
32.         -->   
33.            
34.         <script type="text/javascript">   
35.             //------------------------------------------------------------------
-------------------------   
36.             //     Application configuration (ignored on ArcGIS Online, Portal a
nd during development)   
37.             //------------------------------------------------------------------
-------------------------   
38.             var configOptions = {   
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39.                 // Enter an application ID created through the Map Journal build
er    
40.                 appid: "d61166ad2a96437fa4ed1f527ac3b5b6",   
41.                 // Optionally to secure Journal's access, use an OAuth applicati
on ID (example: 6gyOg377fLUhUk6f)   
42.                 // User will need to sign-
in to access the viewer even if your application is public   
43.                 oAuthAppId: "",   
44.                 // Optionally to be able to use the appid URL parameter, configu
re here the list of application author    
45.                 //  whose application are allowed to be viewed by this Map Journ
al deployment   
46.                 // This is the Portal username of the Journal owner (e.g. ["user
1"], ["user1", "user2"])   
47.                 authorizedOwners: [""]   
48.             };   
49.             // Optionally sharing and proxy URLs can be configured in app/config
.js. This is only required     
50.             //  when the webmap is not hosted on ArcGIS Online or a Portal for A
rcGIS instance and the application isn't deployed as /home/MapJournal/ or /apps/
MapJournal/.    
51.             // Optionally Bing Maps key, Geometry and Geocode service's URLs can
 be configured in app/commonConfig.js. This is only required    
52.             //  if the Organization or Portal for ArcGIS instance default config
uration has to be overwritten. If the application is deployed    
53.             //  on Portal for ArcGIS as /home/MapJournal/ or /apps/MapJournal/, 
that configuration is available in ../commonConfig.js   
54.         </script>   
55.            
56.         <script type="text/javascript">   
57.             var app = {   
58.                 version: '1.5.0',   
59.                 pathJSAPI: '//js.arcgis.com/3.14/'   
60.             };   
61.         </script>   
62.     </head>   
63.     <body class="claro">   
64.         <style>   
65.             /* CUSTOM CSS RULES */   
66.         </style>   
67.            
68.         <!-- Builder top panel is injected here -->   
69.         <div id="builderPanel" class="hide mainViewAboveMap"></div>   
70.            
71.         <!-- Content -->   
72.         <div id="contentPanel" class="mobileView">   
73.             <table class="containerPanelInner">   
74.                 <tr>   
75.                     <!-- Text panel of the Side Panel layout -->   
76.                     <td id="sidePanel">   
77.                         <div id="sidePanelInner" class="mainViewSideMap sidePane
l sectionPanel">   
78.                             <div class="navDots vertical">   
79.                                 <!-- navigation dots -->   
80.                             </div>   
81.                             <div class="header" aria-hidden="true">   
82.                                 <div class="linkSocialContainer">   
83.                                     <span class="linkContainer"></span>   
84.                                     <span class="shareBtns">   
85.                                         <i class="shareIcon blackHover share_fac
ebook icon-facebook-squared" tabindex="-1"></i>   
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86.                                         <i class="shareIcon blackHover share_twi
tter icon-twitter" tabindex="-1"></i>   
87.                                         <i class="shareIcon blackHover share_bit
ly icon-link" tabindex="-1"></i>   
88.                                         <button type="button" class="switchBuild
er btn btn-xs btn-primary" tabindex="-1"></button>   
89.                                     </span>   
90.                                 </div>   
91.                                 <table class="logoContainer">   
92.                                     <tr>   
93.                                         <td class="logoWrapper">   
94.                                             <a class="logoLink" target="_blank" 
tabindex="-1">   
95.                                                 <img class="logoImg"/>   
96.                                             </a>   
97.                                         </td>   
98.                                     </tr>   
99.                                 </table>   
100.                             </div>   
101.                             <div class="appTitle" tabindex="-1" aria-
hidden="true"></div>   
102.                             <div class="separator"></div>   
103.                             <div class="sectionsWrapper">   
104.                                 <div class="panelEditBtn">   
105.                                     <div class="panelEditBtnInner"></div>   
106.                                 </div>   
107.                                 <div class="sections">   
108.                                     <!-- sections injected here -->   
109.                                 </div>   
110.                             </div>   
111.                             <div class="builder builder-content-panel">   
112.                                 <div class="builder-content-panel-
group builder-add">   
113.                                     <div class="builder-btn"></div>   
114.                                     <div class="builder-lbl"></div>   
115.                                 </div>   
116.                                 <div class="builder-content-panel-
group builder-organize">   
117.                                     <div class="builder-btn"></div>   
118.                                     <div class="builder-lbl"></div>   
119.                                 </div>   
120.                             </div>   
121.                             <!-- <div class="resizer"></div> -->   
122.                             <div class="scroll">   
123.                                 <div class="scrollInner" data-
toggle="tooltip"></div>   
124.                             </div>   
125.                             <div class="builder-mask"></div>   
126.                             <div class="firstAddExplain"></div>   
127.                         </div>   
128.                     </td>   
129.                     <!-- Map -->   
130.                     <td id="mainStagePanel">   
131.                         <div id="mainStagePanelInner">   
132.                             <div class="medias">   
133.                                 <!-- Maps and media injected here -->   
134.                             </div>   
135.                             <div id="mainStageLoadingIndicator" class="loading
Indicator">   
136.                                 <img src="resources/tpl/viewer/icons/loading-
light.gif" />   
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137.                             </div>   
138.                             <!-- Back button -->   
139.                             <div class="mediaBackContainer">   
140.                                 <div class="backButton">   
141.                                     <div class="backArrow"></div>   
142.                                     <span class="backLbl"></span>   
143.                                 </div>   
144.                             </div>   
145.                             <!-- Builder -->   
146.                             <div id="builderQuotes" class="centerAlignOnFloat"
></div>   
147.                             <div id="builderLanding" class="centerAlignOnFloat
"></div>   
148.                             <div id="builderHelp" class="centerAlignOnFloat"><
/div>   
149.                             <div class="firstAddExplain"></div>   
150.                         </div>   
151.                     </td>   
152.                 </tr>   
153.             </table>   
154.         </div>   
155.         <!-- /Content -->   
156.            
157.         <div id="floatingPanel" class="floatingPanel sectionPanel">   
158.             <div class="backdrop"></div>   
159.             <div class="header" aria-hidden="true">   
160.                 <div class="linkSocialContainer">   
161.                     <span class="linkContainer"></span>   
162.                     <span class="shareBtns">   
163.                         <i class="shareIcon blackHover share_facebook icon-
facebook-squared" title="Share on Facebook" tabindex="-1"></i>   
164.                         <i class="shareIcon blackHover share_twitter icon-
twitter" title="Share on Twitter" tabindex="-1"></i>   
165.                         <i class="shareIcon blackHover share_bitly icon-
link" title="Share a short link" tabindex="-1"></i>   
166.                         <button type="button" class="switchBuilder btn btn-
xs btn-primary" tabindex="-1"></button>   
167.                     </span>   
168.                 </div>   
169.                 <table class="logoContainer">   
170.                     <tr>   
171.                         <td class="logoWrapper">   
172.                             <a class="logoLink" target="_blank" tabindex="-
1">   
173.                                 <img class="logoImg"/>   
174.                             </a>   
175.                         </td>   
176.                     </tr>   
177.                 </table>   
178.             </div>   
179.             <div class="appTitle" tabindex="-1" aria-hidden="true"></div>   
180.             <div class="separator"></div>   
181.             <div class="panelEditBtn">   
182.                 <div class="panelEditBtnInner"></div>   
183.             </div>   
184.             <div class="sections">   
185.                 <div class="swiper-container">   
186.                     <div class="swiper-wrapper">   
187.                         <!-- sections injected here -->   
188.                     </div>   
189.                 </div>   
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190.             </div>   
191.             <div class="builder builder-content-panel">   
192.                 <div class="builder-content-panel-group builder-add">   
193.                     <div class="builder-btn"></div>   
194.                     <div class="builder-lbl"></div>   
195.                 </div>   
196.                 <div class="builder-content-panel-group builder-organize">   
197.                     <div class="builder-btn"></div>   
198.                     <div class="builder-lbl"></div>   
199.                 </div>   
200.             </div>   
201.             <div class="navDots vertical">   
202.                 <!-- navigation dots -->   
203.             </div>   
204.             <div class="scroll">   
205.                 <div class="scrollInner" data-toggle="tooltip"></div>   
206.             </div>   
207.             <div class="builder-mask"></div>   
208.             <div class="firstAddExplain"></div>   
209.         </div>   
210.            
211.         <!-- Mobile -->   
212.         <div id="mobileView" class="floatingSwiper">   
213.             <div class="swiper-container">   
214.                 <div class="backdrop"></div>   
215.                 <div class="embed-btn-container embed-btn-left">   
216.                     <div class="embed-btn"></div>   
217.                 </div>   
218.                 <div class="swiper-wrapper">   
219.                     <!-- sections injected here -->   
220.                 </div>   
221.                 <div class="embed-btn-container embed-btn-right">   
222.                     <div class="embed-btn"></div>   
223.                 </div>   
224.             </div>   
225.             <div class="header">   
226.                 <div class="backdrop"></div>   
227.                 <div class="linkSocialContainer">   
228.                     <span class="linkContainer"></span>   
229.                     <span class="shareBtns">   
230.                         <i class="shareIcon share_facebook icon-facebook-
squared"></i>   
231.                         <i class="shareIcon share_twitter icon-twitter"></i>   
232.                         <i class="shareIcon share_bitly icon-link"></i>   
233.                     </span>   
234.                 </div>   
235.             </div>   
236.         </div>   
237.            
238.         <!-- Loading -->   
239.         <style>   
240.             #loadingOverlay {   
241.                 position: absolute;    
242.                 top: 0;    
243.                 left: 0;    
244.                 z-index: 1100;    
245.                 width: 100%;    
246.                 height: 100%;    
247.                 overflow: hidden;    
248.                 background-color: #E5E5E5;    
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249.                 -webkit-box-
shadow: inset 0px 0px 82px 19px rgba(0,0,0,0.3);    
250.                 -moz-box-shadow: inset 0px 0px 82px 19px rgba(0,0,0,0.3);    
251.                 box-shadow: inset 0px 0px 82px 19px rgba(0,0,0,0.3);   
252.             }   
253.                
254.             @keyframes fadein { from { opacity: 0; } to { opacity: 1; } }   
255.             @-moz-
keyframes fadein { from { opacity: 0; } to { opacity: 1; } }   
256.             @-webkit-
keyframes fadein { from { opacity: 0; } to { opacity: 1; } }   
257.             @-ms-
keyframes fadein { from { opacity: 0; } to { opacity: 1; } }   
258.             @-o-keyframes fadein { from { opacity: 0; } to { opacity: 1; } }   
259.                
260.             @keyframes fadeout { from { opacity: 1; } to { opacity: 0; } }   
261.             @-moz-
keyframes fadeout { from { opacity: 1; } to { opacity: 0; } }   
262.             @-webkit-
keyframes fadeout { from { opacity: 1; } to { opacity: 0; } }   
263.             @-ms-
keyframes fadeout { from { opacity: 1; } to { opacity: 0; } }   
264.             @-o-
keyframes fadeout { from { opacity: 1; } to { opacity: 0; } }   
265.               
266.             #loadingOverlay.fadeOut {   
267.                 -webkit-animation: fadeout 1.1s;   
268.                 -moz-animation: fadeout 1.1s;   
269.                 -ms-animation: fadeout 1.1s;   
270.                 -o-animation: fadeout 1.1s;   
271.                 animation: fadeout 1.1s;   
272.                 -webkit-animation-fill-mode:forwards;   
273.                 -moz-animation-fill-mode:forwards;   
274.                 animation-fill-mode:forwards;   
275.             }   
276.               
277.             #loadingIndicator {   
278.                 position: fixed;   
279.                 top: 50%;   
280.                 left: 50%;   
281.                 z-index: 1101;   
282.             }   
283.                
284.             .loadingIndicator {   
285.                 margin-left: -17px;   
286.                 margin-top: -20px;   
287.             }   
288.         </style>   
289.            
290.         <div id="loadingOverlay"></div>   
291.         <div id="loadingIndicator" class="loadingIndicator">   
292.             <img src="resources/tpl/viewer/icons/loading-light.gif" />   
293.         </div>   
294.         <div id="loadingMessage"></div>   
295.            
296.         <!-- Share dialog -->   
297.         <div class="modal fade shareDialog" id="shareDialog" role="dialog" dat
a-backdrop="static" tabindex="-1"></div>   
298.            
299.         <!-- Builder views are injected here -->   
300.         <div id="builder-views"></div>   
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301.            
302.         <!-- Fatal error box -->   
303.         <div id="fatalError">   
304.             <table border="0">   
305.                 <tr>   
306.                     <td width="70px" align="center" id="fatalError-
icon"></td>   
307.                     <td id="fatalError-msg">   
308.                         <b class="error-title"></b>   
309.                         <p class="error-msg"></p>   
310.                     </td>   
311.                 </tr>   
312.             </table>   
313.         </div>   
314.            
315.         <script type="text/javascript" src="app/main-config.js"></script>   
316.         <script type="text/javascript">   
317.             require(["dojo/topic"], function(topic) {   
318.                 /*  
319.                  * Custom Javascript to be executed while the application is i
nitializing goes here  
320.                  */   
321.                    
322.                 // The application is ready   
323.                 topic.subscribe("tpl-ready", function(){   
324.                     /*  
325.                      * Custom Javascript to be executed when the application i
s ready goes here  
326.                      */   
327.                 });   
328.                    
329.                 /*  
330.                 * Set up a click handler on the feature of the map to navigate
 the story  
331.                 */   
332.    
333.                 //Indicates the web map and layer ids on-
click functions will be applied to   
334.                 var WEBMAP_ID = "cc352142f7194eb9a96db173af519996",   
335.                     BATTLE_ID = "Vicksburg_Campaign_Overview_Clickhandling_942
9",   
336.                     LETTER_ID = "Letter_Points_Clickhandling_1283",   
337.                     EVENT_ID = "Vicksburg_Campaign_Overview_Clickhandling_204"
;   
338.    
339.                 var clickHandlerIsSetup = false;   
340.                    
341.                 //Sets variables for appropriate layer ids   
342.                 topic.subscribe("story-loaded-map", function(result){   
343.                     if ( result.id == WEBMAP_ID && ! clickHandlerIsSetup ) {   
344.                         var map = app.maps[result.id].response.map,   
345.                             bat_layer = map.getLayer(BATTLE_ID),   
346.                             let_layer = map.getLayer(LETTER_ID),   
347.                             evt_layer = map.getLayer(EVENT_ID);   
348.    
349.                         console.log(map.graphicsLayerIds);   
350.                            
351.    //If statements for each layer, set unique info window content when moused 
over   
352.                         if ( bat_layer ) {   
353.                             bat_layer.on("mouse-over", function(e){   
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354.                                 map.setMapCursor("pointer");   
355.                                 map.infoWindow.setContent("<div style= 'text-
align: center;'><span style= 'font-
size: 14px;'><b>"+e.graphic.attributes.Battle+"</b></span></div><br/><br/><b><fo
nt color= '#0000ff'>Union Forces:Â </font></b>"+e.graphic.attributes.Union_Regim
ents+"<br/><b><font color= '#0000ff'>Commanding Officer: </font></b>"+e.graphic.
attributes.Union_Officers+   
356.                                 "<br/><br/><b><font color= '#ff0000'>Confedera
te Forces:Â </font></b>"+e.graphic.attributes.Confederate_Regiments+"<br/><b><fo
nt color= '#ff0000'>Commanding Officer: </font></b>"+e.graphic.attributes.Confed
erate_Officers+   
357.                                 "<br/><br/><b><font color= '#0000ff'>Union Tro
ops: </font></b>"+e.graphic.attributes.Union_Troops+"<br/><b><font color= '#ff00
00'>Confederate Troops: </font></b>"+e.graphic.attributes.Confederate_Troops+   
358.                                 "<br/><br/><i>Click this point to learn more.<
/i>");   
359.                                 map.infoWindow.show(e.graphic.geometry);   
360.                             });   
361.    
362.                             bat_layer.on("mouse-out", function(e){   
363.                                 map.setMapCursor("default");   
364.                                 map.infoWindow.hide();   
365.                             });   
366.                            
367.   //On click event, uses navigate-section function on the "Index_"   
368.                             bat_layer.on("click", function(e){   
369.                                 console.log(e.graphic.attributes);   
370.                                 var index = e.graphic.attributes["Index_"];   
371.                                 topic.publish("story-navigate-
section", index);   
372.                             });   
373.                         }   
374.                            
375.                         if ( let_layer ) {   
376.                             let_layer.on("mouse-over", function(e){   
377.                                 map.setMapCursor("pointer");   
378.                                 map.infoWindow.setContent("<div style= 'text-
align: center;'><span style= 'font-
size: 14px;'><b>Logan Crawford Letter Location</b></span></div><br/><br/><b>Sent
 From: </b>"+e.graphic.attributes.Sent_From+"<br/><br/><img src= '"+e.graphic.at
tributes.Image+"'/><br/><br/><i>Click this point to learn more.</i>");   
379.                                 map.infoWindow.show(e.graphic.geometry);      
                             
380.                             });   
381.    
382.                             let_layer.on("mouse-out", function(e){   
383.                                 map.setMapCursor("default");   
384.                                 map.infoWindow.hide();   
385.                             });   
386.    
387.                             let_layer.on("click", function(e){   
388.                                 console.log(e.graphic.attributes);   
389.                                 var index = e.graphic.attributes["Index_"];   
390.                                 topic.publish("story-navigate-
section", index);   
391.                             });   
392.                         }   
393.                            
394.                         if ( evt_layer ) {   
395.                             evt_layer.on("mouse-over", function(e){   
396.                                 map.setMapCursor("pointer");   
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397.                                 map.infoWindow.setContent("<div style= 'text-
align: center;'><span style= 'font-
size: 14px;'><b>"+e.graphic.attributes.Location+"</b></span></div><br/><br/><img
 src= '"+e.graphic.attributes.Picture+"'/><br/><br/><i>Click this point to learn
 more</i>");   
398.                                    
399.                                 map.infoWindow.show(e.graphic.geometry);      
                             
400.                             });   
401.    
402.                             evt_layer.on("mouse-out", function(e){   
403.                                 map.setMapCursor("default");   
404.                                 map.infoWindow.hide();   
405.                             });   
406.    
407.                             evt_layer.on("click", function(e){   
408.                                 console.log(e.graphic.attributes);   
409.                                 var index = e.graphic.attributes["Index_"];   
410.                                 topic.publish("story-navigate-
section", index);   
411.                             });   
412.                         }   
413.                            
414.                         clickHandlerIsSetup = true;   
415.                     }   
416.                 });   
417.             });   
418.         </script>   
419.     </body>   
420. </html>   
 
 
The following is the CSS code for the Story Map template, which was altered to apply 
custom colorization and navigation bar size.  It can be found in the config.js file.  
Altered/added code is highlighted in orange. 
1. app.cfg = {   
2.     //   
3.     // General UI   
4.     //   
5.        
6.     // Maximum number of sections   
7.     MAX_NB_SECTIONS: 101,   
8.        
9.     // Side and Floating panel dot navigation group size customized here  
10.     DOTNAV_GROUPSIZE: 22,   
11.        
12.     TIMEOUT_VIEWER_LOAD: 5000,   
13.     TIMEOUT_VIEWER_REQUEST: 12000,   
14.     TIMEOUT_BUILDER_REQUEST: 20000,   
15.        
16.     SECTION_ACTION_ZOOM_MAP_MARKER: "resources/tpl/viewer/icons/map-pin-circle-
blue.png",   
17.        
18.     // Control the social button configuration in builder   
19.     // If disabled author won't be able to activate them   
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20.     // if disabled after a journal has been created, this will override the sett
ings   
21.     HEADER_SOCIAL: {   
22.         facebook: true,   
23.         twitter: true,   
24.         bitly: {   
25.             enable: true,   
26.             login: "esristorymaps",   
27.             key: "R_14fc9f92e48f7c78c21db32bd01f7014"   
28.         }   
29.     },   
30.        
31.     //   
32.     // Layouts   
33.     //   
34.        
35.     // Size and position of represent the value relative to the Map   
36.     LAYOUTS: [   
37.         {   
38.             id: "side",   
39.             thumbnail: "resources/tpl/builder/icons/builder-layout-side.png",   
40.             liveApp: "http://links.esri.com/storymaps/map_journal_example_side_p
anel",   
41.             sizes: { small: '30%', medium: '40%', large: '50%' },   
42.             positions: ["left", "right"],   
43.             themes: [ 
44.   // Custom colors for panels and navigation delineated here   
45.                 {name: "side-default-
1", themeMajor: "#FFFF99", dotNav: "#996633", panel: "#E6E68A", media: "#000000"
, text: "#000000", textLink: "#555", softText: "#000000", softBtn: "#444",    es
riLogo: "black"},   
46.                 {name: "side-default-
2", themeMajor: "white", dotNav: "#726458", panel: "#FFF8E9", media: "#C9C1B9", 
text: "#000000", textLink: "#555", softText: "#c0c0c0", softBtn: "#444",    esri
Logo: "black"},   
47.                 {name: "side-default-
3", themeMajor: "white", dotNav: "#676C7F", panel: "#F9F9EF", media: "#424D51", 
text: "#000000", textLink: "#555", softText: "#c0c0c0", softBtn: "#aaa",    esri
Logo: "black"},   
48.                 {name: "side-default-
4", themeMajor: "black", dotNav: "#5A5A5A", panel: "#000000", media: "#EEEEEE", 
text: "#FFFFFF", textLink: "#DDD", softText: "#FFF",    softBtn: "#AAA",    esri
Logo: "white"},   
49.                 {name: "side-default-
5", themeMajor: "white", dotNav: "#68AAE1", panel: "#FFFFFF", media: "#E8E8DF", 
text: "#000000", textLink: "#555", softText: "#FFF",    softBtn: "#4D4D4D", esri
Logo: "black"},   
50.                 {name: "side-default-
6", themeMajor: "white", dotNav: "#676C7E", panel: "#F9F9EF", media: "#C2E3EE", 
text: "#000000", textLink: "#555", softText: "#c0c0c0", softBtn: "#AAA",    esri
Logo: "black"}   
51.             ]   
52.         },   
53.         {   
54.             id: "float",   
55.             thumbnail: "resources/tpl/builder/icons/builder-layout-float.png",   
56.             liveApp: "http://links.esri.com/storymaps/map_journal_example_floati
ng_panel",   
57.             sizes: { small: '25%', medium: '35%', large: '45%' },   
58.             positions: ["right", "left"],   
59.             themes: [   
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60.                 {name: "float-default-
1", themeMajor: "black", dotNav: "#000000", panel: "#000000", media: "#FFFFFF", 
text: "#FFFFFF", textLink: "#DDD", softText: "#FFF",    softBtn: "#AAA", esriLog
o: "white"}   
61.             ]   
62.         }   
63.     ],   
64.        
65.     FONTS: {   
66.         sectionTitle: [   
67.             { id: "default",    lbl: "Open Sans",               value: "font-
family:'open_sansregular', sans-serif;" },   
68.             { id: "arial",      lbl: "Arial",                   value: "font-
family:arial,helvetica,sans-serif;" },   
69.             { id: "georgia",    lbl: "Georgia",                 value: "font-
family:georgia,serif;" },   
70.             { id: "lucida",     lbl: "Lucida Sans Unicode",     value: "font-
family:lucida sans unicode,lucida grande,sans-serif;" },   
71.             { id: "tahoma",     lbl: "Tahoma",                  value: "font-
family:tahoma,geneva,sans-serif;" },   
72.             { id: "times",      lbl: "Times New Roman",         value: "font-
family:times new roman,times,serif;" },   
73.             { id: "trebuchet",  lbl: "Trebuchet MS",            value: "font-
family:trebuchet ms,helvetica,sans-serif;" },   
74.             { id: "verdana",    lbl: "Verdana",                 value: "font-
family:verdana,geneva,sans-serif;" }   
75.         ],   
76.         sectionContent: [   
77.             { id: "default",    lbl: "Open Sans",               value: "font-
family:'open_sansregular', sans-serif;" },   
78.             { id: "arial",      lbl: "Arial",                   value: "font-
family:arial,helvetica,sans-serif;" },   
79.             { id: "georgia",    lbl: "Georgia",                 value: "font-
family:georgia,serif;" },   
80.             { id: "lucida",     lbl: "Lucida Sans Unicode",     value: "font-
family:lucida sans unicode,lucida grande,sans-serif;" },   
81.             { id: "tahoma",     lbl: "Tahoma",                  value: "font-
family:tahoma,geneva,sans-serif;" },   
82.             { id: "times",      lbl: "Times New Roman",         value: "font-
family:times new roman,times,serif;" },   
83.             { id: "trebuchet",  lbl: "Trebuchet MS",            value: "font-
family:trebuchet ms,helvetica,sans-serif;" },   
84.             { id: "verdana",    lbl: "Verdana",                 value: "font-
family:verdana,geneva,sans-serif;" }        
85.         ]   
86.     },   
87.        
88.     /*  
89.      * Builder  
90.      */   
91.        
92.     HELP_URL: "http://storymaps.arcgis.com/en/app-list/map-journal/",   
93.     HELP_URL_PORTAL: "#/Story_Map_Journal/0193000000v4000000/",   
94.        
95.     // Control the authorized data source (for initialization and import screen)
   
96.     AUTHORIZED_IMPORT_SOURCE: {   
97.         flickr: true,   
98.         facebook: true,   
99.         picasa: true,   
100.         youtube: true   
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101.     },   
102.        
103.     // Online photo sharing services connection parameters   
104.     FLICKR_API_KEY: "750b36a2ac65a72e03cf9cef06d79f45",   
105.     // The Facebook ID is only valid on arcgis.com domain   
106.     // If used on another domain, user will have an error in the Facebook popu
p after login   
107.     // To use Facebook import on Portal for ArcGIS, create your own ID at http
s://developers.facebook.com/    
108.     // or set AUTHORIZED_IMPORT_SOURCE.facebook to false   
109.     FACEBOOK_APP_ID: "276669785846752",   
110.     // This Youtube key is valid for application running on arcgis.com and esr
i.com domains   
111.     // If the application is deployed on Portal for ArcGIS or your own server,
 the Youtube api call    
112.     //  won't be perfomed until you set the following flag and provide your ow
n key   
113.     YOUTUBE_DISABLE_ON_PORTAL: true,   
114.     YOUTUBE_API_KEY: "AIzaSyDevTFP16nz6sA-akiOVi6wWXiplJnQ4qw",   
115.        
116.     //   
117.     // Builder direct creation   
118.     //   
119.        
120.     // Text to be used as the browser page title during app creation   
121.     TPL_NAME: "Map Journal",   
122.     WEBAPP_TAG: ["Story Map", "Map Journal"],   
123.     WEBAPP_KEYWORD_GENERIC: ["JavaScript", "Map", "Mapping Site", "Online Map"
, "Ready To Use", "selfConfigured", "Web Map"],   
124.     WEBAPP_KEYWORD_APP: ["Story Map", "Story Maps", "MapJournal"],   
125.    
126.     //   
127.     // Portal configuration   
128.     //   
129.        
130.     // Optional array of server that will leverage CORS (for developement or s
pecific cross domain deployment)   
131.     CORS_SERVER: [],   
132.        
133.     // Edit those to set a custom sharing or proxy URL   
134.     // You have to edit those only if your webmap is deployed on Portal for Ar
cGIS instance and if you are not deploying the template on the Portal webserver 
  
135.     // If you are using ArcGIS Online or deploying the template on a Portal in
stance, you don't have to edit those URL   
136.     DEFAULT_SHARING_URL: "//www.arcgis.com/sharing/content/items",   
137.     //DEFAULT_SHARING_URL: "//portal.internal.com/arcgis/sharing/content/items
",   
138.     DEFAULT_PROXY_URL: "//www.arcgis.com/sharing/proxy"   
139.     //DEFAULT_PROXY_URL: "//portal.internal.com/arcgis/sharing/proxy"   
140. };   
 
 
 
